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Eighth World Conference on

Earthquake Engineering, July

21-28, 1984, San Francisco, U, S. A.

                      DyRamaic Bekavioee of Cosuerete Stave Silos

                           Yasuhiko SAsAKI and Jin YosHIMuRA

             Department of Civil Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   Concrete stave silos, which have been utilized as industrial and agricultural storage facilities, are

assembledfrommorethanathousandprecastconcreteblocksandheldtogetherbyexterioradjustablesteel

hoops.

   A series of shaking table tests was perfomred using a 116-scale silo model filled with and without brown

rice or wet sawdust te clarify the dynamic behavior of stave silos with such discontinuous walls and the

effects of stored materials. The experimental results indicated that the stored materials lowered the

resonant frequencies of the silo model, and that the response ratio of the model filled wlth brown rice

decreased gradually as the peak table acceleration was increased.

   A static IQading test, earthquake simulation test and nonlinear response analysis were also carried out

concerning another small-scale silo wall model. It was found that the discontinuous wall structures of

stave silos showed remarkable hysteretic restoring force characteristics in which the skeleten curve was a

soft-spring type.

7th International Symposium

Ice Problems Hamburg, F.

Germany, August 27-31, 1984

on
R.

                 Estiination of Xnternal Pressure due to a Growth of

                             Ice Thickness of a Caissoit

                                     Hiroshi SAEKI

                                  Hokkaido University

                                     Kiyoshi IzuMi

                                    Tokai University

                                    Masafumi SAKAI

                                   Taisei Corporation

                                    Shigeru OGuRA

                             Saitama Prefectural Government

   Recentiy, caisson type structures have been used for offshore structures, such as artificial islands and

oil drilling rigs, in very cold regions. As the liquid filling the caisson freezes, the internal pressure rises.

This pressure rise, due to an increase of volume caused by ice growth, can be estimated, In this paper the

theoretical analyses and experimentsrequired to develop a method to estimate this internal pressure.

   The following conclusions were obtained from this investigation ;

1) With the use of saline water as the fMing material in the test tank, the internql pressure increased only
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slightiy with the growth of ice thickness and the surface of the ice sheet became wet due to the permeability

of saline-water ice. Radial cracks did not occur on the surface of the ice sheet.

2) If an air gap exists between the caisson cover and filling material, the rise in internal pressure due to

the growth of ice thickness would be lessened because of the permeability of sea ice to water.

3) In the case of fresh water as the filling material in the test tank, internal pressure increased markedly

with the growth of ice thickness, also radial cracks occurred on the surface of the ice. The occurrence of

these cracks did not have an effect on internal pressure.

Rroc. of

POSIUM
burg, F.

31, 1984

 7th International Sym-

on Ice Problems Ham-

R. Gei'rnany, August 27-

                   Determinatioge of Cowagemessive Stremgth of Sea gee

                             by [rsing an U}tmasowic Pulse

                              Hiroshi SAEKi and Toshiyuki ONo

                                    Hokkaido University

                                     Naoki NAKAzAWA
                                 Pacific Consultants Co., Ltd.

                                       Kiyoshi IzuMi

                                      Tokai university

                                      Masafumi SAKAI

                                     Taisei Corporation

   It would be very useful for the advancement of ice engineering technology if there existed a quick,

inexpensive way to accurately determine the strength of sea ice. The strength of sea ice is determined by

its composition and temperature.

   This paper reports on experiments which determined both the composition and the uniaxial com-

pressive strength of sea ice using an ultrasonic pulse. We also aim to describe the testing methods by

means of 'the ultrasonic pulse for sea ice,
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19th International Conference on

Coastal Engineering Houston,

Texas, U. S. A. September 3:7,

1984

                 Effects of Opposing Current om Wave Tyansformatiom

                                  om a S]oping Sea Bed

                                       Shigeki SAKAI

                             Dept. of Civil Eng., lwate University

                                       Hiroshi SAEKI

                           Dept. of Civil Eng., Hokkaido University

   The transformation and the breaking of waves affected by opposing currents on a sloping sea bed were

discussed. It was found that the characteristics of wave transformation before the breaking point can be

determined by the deep water wave steepness and the dimensionless unit width discharge. Regarding wave

decay due to breaking, the characteristics of the change in the wave height depended only on the slope of

the sea bed.

   Forth order solutions of Stokes wave on a uniform current were calculated based on the first and

second definition of the wave celerity, respectively. The theoretical solutions for wave transformation by

the energy flux method were presented, Comparisons between the theoretical solutions and experimental

results gave the criteria of the applicability of our solutions corresponding to the dimensionless unit width

discharge. In the calculation of energy flux, it was pointed out that the change in the mean level of the

free surface should be taken into account. It was clarified that the change in the mean Ievel of the free

surface can be evaJuated by Bernoull's equation, and the energy flux in which the change in the mean level

of the free surface was taken into account was proposed.

   The criteria of breaking corresponding to the dimensionless unit width discharge were clarified,

experimentally.

International Symposium on

Snow and Ice Processes on the

Earth's Surface Sapporo, Japan,

2-7 September, l984

               Experiwaental Study oit Direct Shear Strength of Sea gce

                              Hiroshi SAEKi and Toshiyuki ONo

                                 Hokkaido University, Japan

                                       Niu en ZoNG

                   Ministry ef Communication, The People's Republic of China

                                     Naoki NAKAZAWA
                              Pacific Consultants Co., Ltd., Japan

   Investigations were made on the establishment of testing methods for direct shear strength as well

on the mechanical properties of shear strength of sea ice. Experiments were carried out systematically f

as

or
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four years by using cylindrical specimens which were made from real sea ice on the Okhotslc Sea coast,

   First, the authors clarified the effects of stress rate, strain rate, normal stress and size of specimen on

the direct shear strength. Based on the results mentioned above, the most suitable testing methods for

direct shear strength were proposed.

   Second, the difference in direct shear strength due to load directions (parallel and normal to growth

direction of sea ice), the relation among ice temperature, normal stress and direct shear strength and the

relation between direct shear strength and uniaxial compressive strength were clarified.

   Finally, the application limit of Coulomb's formula and the relation among cohesion, angle of internal

friction and ice temperature were decided for sea ice.

17th Annual Offshore Technolo-

gy Conference Houston, U. S. A.

7-9 May, 1985

                 Am Experimaental Study opt Ice-Str"cture Interaction

                     Masahiko TucHiyA, Shunji KANIE and Akira YosHiDA

                                     Taisei Corporation

                                       Hiroshi SAEKI

                                    Hokkaido University

   To date, clespite a number of studies regarding dynamic ice-structure interaction problems, it seems

that a practical and effective solution for the problems has not yet been established. It is considered that,

at present, more experimental data is required needed for the establishment of a solut.ion for the problem.

   In our experimental study, intensive model ice loading tests were conducted at the Saroma Lagoon in

Hokkaido, Japan. Three model pile structures having different natural frequencies were laterally loaded

with ice sheets at wide-ranging strain rates of ice. Significant relationships were observed between the

strain rate of ice and both the ice force and the response of the model structure.

   The test results were analyzed using a rather simple analysis model which took the strain rate

dependent ice force into consideration. The analysis model reasonably predicted the dynamic response of

the model structure due to ice loading.
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10th Congress of the Internatio-

nal Association for Accident and

Traffic Medicine, May 27th-31th,

1985 Tokyo, Japan

                     Traffic Accidemts in Winter related to Tires

                   T, KAKu, K. HoRIucHI, S. SHINAGAwA, and Y. ONoDERA

                   Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

   In Hokkaido, road surfaces are covered with snow and ice in winter. The skidding resistance on snow

and ice covered road surface is much less than that on dry or wet road surface, so that traffic accidents are

related to skidding in many cases, But, there are ouly a feW reports showing such a relation. It is

necessary to inuestigate sl{idding accidents on snow and ice coverd road surface. In this report, we discuss

the relation between traffic accidents in winter and the skidding resistance.

   The findings from the analysis are as follows: 1) Slipperiness of road surface such as ice and snow

coverd has a strong intimate relation with skidding accidents in winter. 2) It is important to check tires

frequently carry out thorough maintenance of tires. 3) It is necessary that the driving tedinic lee improved

to cope with slicl< road surfaces,

10th Congress of the Internatio-

naJ Association for Accident and

Traffic Medicine, Tokyo, Japan,

May 27th-31th, 1985

                      Tke Skidding Properties of Stlleded Tires

                          on a Wet and a Dry Surface Road

                       T. KAKu, M. ToDA, Y. ONODERA, T. NAI<ATsuJI

                    Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

   Major European coutries, considering the negative effects accompanied by studded tires, have ristricted

the usage of them, In Japan, they have commonly been used t' o improve frictional capability on a icy road

since the early 1970's, Complex conditions such as the fact that Japan has a considerable snowfall

precipitation compared with European countries require more extensive investigations before consdering

the regulation thereof,

   Experimental field tests were carried out to obtain frictional properties of studded tires on wet and dry

surface roads. Contents of field tests performed here are

    (1) stopping distance test

    (2) locked-wheel test

    (3) cornering slip test

   On a wet surface, studded tires have longer stopping distance than normal tires, Especially at speed

of 60km!h, the stopping distance of them are similar to that ef smooth tires.

   Studded tires showed considerably lower frictional capabilities than normal tires in both locked-wheel
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tests and cornering slip tests.

10th congress of the Internatio-

nal Association for Accident and

Traffic Medicine, Tokyo, Japan,

27th-31st May, 1985

              Sorrrte Considerations oit Traffic Accidents at Imtersections
                                   .

                     T. KAKu, T. FuJIwARA, T. HAGIwARA, H. HAyAsHI

                   Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Intersection accidents that occurred in Hokkaido were studied. Three arterial highways were selected

and accident data were collected from collision diagrams for two years.

   Some aspects of intersection accidents were recognized and accident rates were calculated in certain

ways, but these rates should be investigated more precisely because of the unreliability of the used data.

U, S. -N. Z.- JAPAN Seminar,

May 29-30, 1985, Tokyo, Japan

                 Behavior of Three-Dimensiomal R/C Bearrt-Column
                             Subassembiages with Slabs

                                 T, SHiBATA and O. JoH

                     Faculty of Engineering, Hokl{aido University, Japan

   The purpese of the test was to study the shear resistance of interior beam-column joints in two-way

reinforced concrete frames in comparison with the strength equations proposed in Japan and the require-

ments of ACI Code and New Zealand Standard. Four half-scale three-dimensional interior beam-column

subassernblages with slab were used as the specimens on which lateral cyclic forces were applied in two

directions parpendicular to each other by changing the direction altemately at every cycle. The variations

in the specimens were made with the lateral reinforcement in the joints and with the beam-column depth

ratio.

   It is concluded from the test results that shear cracking stress in the beam-column joint could be

assessed by the principal stress concept assuming the normalized interaction curve of an arc of circle for

the biaxial shear, though some modification should be necessary for the eblong joints. The enhancement

ofjoint shear strength by the transversed bearns should not be expected either for cracking stress or for the

ultimate strength.
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U, S.- N. Z.- JAPAN Seminar, 30

July-1 August 1984, Monterey,

California, U. S, A.

         Bekavier of R/C gmterior Bearvi-Column Joimts with Various Details

                             u"der Cyclic LttteraR Loads

                                 T. SHIBATA and O, JoH

                     Faculty of Engineering, EEokkaido University, Japan

   The constitution of beam-column joints in reinforced concrete building frames has a largevariance in

detailing. The tests reported in this paper were carried out to investigate the mechanical behavior of

interior beam-column joints in one-way frames mainly with regard to the geometrical configurations of

beams and columns such as, for example, the ratio of beam width and column width or eccentricity between

beam and column longitudinal axes, Six beam-column subassemblages in a plane frame of about a half

scale without slabs and transverse beams were subjected to cyclically reversed lateral forces and a constant

column-axial load.

   Even if the ultimate strength of the frame is regulated by the flexural strength of beams, shear failure

in beam-column joints may result eventually from severely repeated reversals of lateral leading after the

occurrence of yielding in the beams. When beams and columns are connected eccentrically to each other,

the influence of eccentricity should primarily appear in the ductility of the frame rather than in the strength.

The Eighth World Conference on

Earthquake Engineering, July 21-

28, 1984, San Francisco, Califor-

nia, U. S. A.

                    Shear Failure of Reinforced Comcrete Columms

                            Due to Biaxial Lateral Fomees

                                 O. JOH*, T. SHIBATA**

        * Associate Professor of Structural Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo/Japan

           * * Professor of Structural Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo/Japan

   This investigation deals with the shear strength and the deformability of reinforced concrete columns

under biaxial lateral forces. As the factors of influence on these properties, the variations in the column

axial load ratio, in the shape of column cross-section and in the angle of lateral force for a principal axis

of the column section were considered for thirteen specimens of a half scale. Nine specimens with a square

cross-section and four specimens with a rectangular cross-section were subjected to tateral displacement

reversals with increasing amplitude in the direction perpendicular or oblique to an axis of the cross section.

   It is concluded from the test results that the normalized interaction curves relating to the shear

components in the directions of both the principal axes ofcross-section may converge on a circle at ultimate

sihear strength as well as at initial shear cracking. It was clarMed by using a statistic method that the

equations to estimate the intial shear cracking stress and the ultimate shear stress, proposed by one of
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authors previously, was in better agreement than the equations used in the design code of American

Concrete Institute.

Third international conference

on the durability of building

materials and components,

ESPOO, FINLAND, 1984

                 Durability of Concrete in Cold Districts, Especiaily

               on the Effect of Curimg in Early Ages and of Fmeezimg

                                     Conditiefts

                     Yoshiro KoH, Masayuki TABATA and Eiji KAMADA
             Architectural Department, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

   Several experimental studies were carried out to clarify the effect of various factors, such as drying in

early ages, concrete temperature directly after mixing, and freezing and thawing conditions, on the

deterioration of concrete. A special freezing and thawing test was applied for this experiments by

introducing several kinds of models of temperature variations during winter in several cities combined with

short drying period in summer considering previous test results.

Third international conference on

the durability of building materi-

als and components, ESPOO,

FINLAND, 1984

                       Frost Deterioration of Cellular Comcrete

                     Eiji KAMADA, Yoshiro KoH, and Masayuki TABATA

             Architectural Department, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

   In the case of cellular concrete, generally the surface of specimens scale off slowly by freezing and

thawingtests, However,destructionaroundtheperimeterofouterfrozenzonewasobserved. Anewtest

method for cellular concrete was proposed taking into account Taber-Collins' theory.
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Third international conference on

the durability of building materi-

als and components ESPOO,

FINLAND, 1984

               Enflue"ce of Externai WeatheriRg Factors om the Fwost

               Darifiage of Concrete and the Calculatiom of the Degree

                            of Fmost Damage of Concrete

                           Toshio HAsEGAwA and Yoshiro KoH
             Architectural Department, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

   External factors due to weathering action are one of the main factors which cause the frost damage

ofconcrete,andcausestheaccelerationoffrostdamageofconcrete. Severalexperimentswereperformed

regarding the temperature conditions and the degree of saturation of concrete related to the weathering

action. On the basis of the experimental results related to the external factors, the value of risk of frost

damage (Vlf) was calculated and defined by using weather data in a typical winter in Japan. The degree

of risk of frost damage (I]tf) was determined by classifying the value of Vlf into 6 grades.

Proceedings of the IV Internatio-

nal Drying Symposium, July 9-12,

1984, Kyoto, Japan

                   On the Vapoum [E]ransfer Rate in Porous Media

                            under a Terxiperature Gradient

                                     M. KuRAMAE
            Department of Sanitary Engineering, Hol<kaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   This paper deals with the problem of the vapour transfer rate in porous media such as a granular bed

under a temperature gradient. The microscopic temperature and temperature gradient distribution in
                                                        J
porous media were caluclated by the numerical relaxation method for two regular packed models, These

results revealed that the value of which is defined as the ratio of the temperature gradient in air filled void

to that of the overall porous media was 1.5-2.0 for the usual bed.

   The mass transfer experiments under a constant temperature gradient were achieved. In this experi-

ment, granular beds of glass sphere particles containing sublimate substance, for example, naphthalene wa

used as the sample and the quantities of this substance transfered in a vapour state in a designated period

were measured by quantitative analysis of gas chromatography. As a result, it was found that the

experimentaly obtained vapour transfer rate was generally larger than that of the calculated value by a

past simple mass transfer model and these gave support to our theory.
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The 7th International Acoustic

Emission Symposium Zao, Japan

October 23-26, 1984

          App]ication of Acoustic Emissiom Methods to Kenvestggation of the

                      Coldi Shortness of Steel Material in Mime

                                  Yoshiteru WATANABE

                                  Masayuki TAKEUCHI
                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

                             North 13, West 8, Sapporo, Japan

   The problem of cold shortness of mine tub couplers in winter arose at a coal mine in Hokkaido, Japan.

Regarding this problem, the acoustic emission method was applied to the tensile test of the stud link and

the fracture toughness test of the same material at a low temperature. The link which failed due to the

cold shortness broke at the source position of acoustic emission which generated before failure, The

acoustic emission increased as the temperature of environment declined and the transition from ductile to

brittle was estimated as the result. The fracture toughness and COD were evaluated by the sudden

increase of the acoustic emission as fatigue crack extended,

The 7th International Acoustic

Emission Symposium Zao, Japan

October 23-26, 1984

                 Evalmation of Working Face Stabiiity in Coal Mine

                    with the Powtab]e Acoustic Emission Counter

                         Yoshiteru WATANABE and Iwao NAKAJIMA

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

                                    Sapporo, Japan

                           Koichi NisHIMuRA and Satoshi FuKAi

                       The Coal Mining Research Center Tokyo, Japan

   A portable acoustic emission counter has been developed. This original counter is intrinsically safe

and its weight is O.35 kg with the dimensions of 200× 100×40mm. In the device presented here acoustic

emission events are indicated as the total numbers of acoustic emission ring down counts in digits on the

front pannel with LED display.

   The acoustic emission activity occured in the coal seam during mining or boring was observed with thls

equipment, The former presents the results to indicate the possibility of detection of the impending

outburst hazard and the latter provides useful information for locating the range of the high stressed zone

or the poor strength coal area in the coal seam.
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The 7th Intemational Acoustic

Emission Symposium Zao, Japan

October 23-26, 1984

                    Acoustic Einission Momitoring of Rock Burest
                        im Excavatiom of tke Kapt'etsme [E]"mmel

                         Iwao NAKAJIMA and Yoshiteru WATANABE.
                        Faculty of EngiReering, Hokkaido University

                                  060 Sapporo, JAPAN

                 t tt tttt tttttttttt tttttttttttttttltttt tt tt/ 1tttt tl tt/t   In the excavation of the Kan'estu Tunnel, the rock bursts g. ccurred many times expectedly and became

a serious problem in safety. In order to cope with this problem, the fracturing activity was monitored over

the rock burst-prone region by acoustic emission methods. '

   As the results of this monitoring, the rock fractures such as small rock bursts, spallings and rock noises

occurred locally at the tunneling face with remarkable increase in acoustic emission activity. The

exponent m-value of the amplitude-frequency distribution of acoustic emissions decreased with increase in

the fracturing activities. These observational results indicated the possibility of an early detection ofthe

state of rock burst hazard and provided a new interpretation for the processes of rock burst occurrence.

Third

tion

land,

 international mine ventila-

congress, Harrogate, Eng-

June 13-19, 1984

                    Macroscopic Characteristics of a Comp!icated

                             rnine Vemtiiation Netvvork

                          Yuusaku ToMINAGA and Toshiro IsoBE
                 Faculty of Engineering,.Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   To gain the very important understanding of the macroscopic characteristics of a complicated mine

                                                       'ventilation network used for ventilation control a large number of simulations were performed with

varying aerodynamic resistance, R, of the branches in mine ventilation networks.

   The principal results of the study are reported.

 (1) An H-Q (pressure loss-quantity) diagram enables energy consumption, RQ3, in a network branch to

be evaluated.

 (2) Maintenance of the same condition in a branch with a large energy consumption is important to the

stable working of the main fans: when the aerodynamic resistance of a branch l< in a network is increased

the airflow rate at the main fans decreases, and the difference in airflow rate at the main fans between the

first and second conditions is proportional to the energy consumption in branck l< under the first condition.

 (3) The relationship between aerodynamic resistance, R., of a branch q and airflow rate, Qp, through

branch p can be represented by the empirical formula

     Qp==A(Rq!B+Ro/B)-"+Qo

where A, Ro and Qo are the constant coefficients with dimensions m3/s, kg ･ s2/m8 and m3!s, respectively,
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n is a dimensionless coefficient and B is given a value of 1"

dimensionless.

(pt, murg) to render the values in the brackets

4th International Bureau of Min-

ing Thermophysics, Burton-on-

Trent, England, May 13-17, 1985

            The Effects of Air Flow Path and Aerodynamic Resistance on

          Ternperature Distributien in the Underground Roadway Network

                                  Yuusaku ToMINAGA
                                 Dr. and Associate Prof.

                                    Faculty of Eng.

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

                                      Shiruu LIN
                   Engineer, Fushun Institute of Coal Science, Fushun, Chaina

                                    Kiyoshi HIGuCHI

                             Dr. and Professor, Faculty of Eng.

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   An algorithm for simulation of underground climate has been explained, and some factors relating to

air temperature at the headentry T-junction have been discussed.

   Main results in this study are as follows,

    1) When geothermal gradient can be considered a constant, relationship between pressure potential

and air temperature at nodes in a network is approximately linear and its inclination changes at a point

of the maximum air temperatgre.

    2) When a new airway is excavated for increase of airflow rate in coal face, air temperature at the

headentry T-junction is not always lower than one at the original network.

    3) When aerodynamic resistance of airway ls become less by blowed mortol on the wall of the airway,

air temperature at the headentry T-junction decreases and air temperature at this node has a linear relation

to airflow rate passing through the coal face.
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The First SINO-JAPANESE
Physical Metallurgy Symposium

From 8 to 11 Nov. I984, Peking

                        The Strengths of Directiomally Solidified

                          7' (Ni3Ai)-6 (Ni3Nb) Eutectic Alloy

                          Kastuya WATANABE and Masaal<i FuKucHI

                                  Department of Metailurgy

   The directionally solidified eutectic alloy of 7'- 6 has a high application potential as a surpassing heat

resistive material. In this study the deformation behavior of both the entire specimen and the individual

phases were examined.

   The 6 phase, which was previously considered brittle, showed a tolerable plasticity under certain stress

orlentatlons.

   The effect of Nb dissolution on the positive temperature dependence of strength of the 7' was studied,

and it became clear that the stress-temperature relation does not alter substantially by Nb dissolution.

   In the directionally solidified eutectic alloy, two kinds of lamella structure were observed. The cause

of brittleness of the eutectic alloy at lower temperatures can be ascribed to the deficiency in the number

of slip systems to operate in the 7' phase. Eiectron microscopic observations showed at high temperatures

that the deformation systems in the both constituent phases work in cooperation with each other and the

stress is highly concentrated at the lamellae boundary.

Seciety of Automotive

International Congress

tion, Detroit, Michigan,

25-March 1 1985
         '

Engineers

& Exposi-

 February

            Descmiption and A"alysis of Piesel Engine Rate of Combustion

                       and Perforrnance Using Wiebe's Functions

                  Noboru MiyAMoTo, Takemi CHIKAHIsA, Tadashi MuRAyAMA

                                    and Robert SAWyER

   Two laboratory engines, one direct injection and one indirect injection, were operated for a range of

speeds, loads, injection timings, fuels, and steady and transient conditions,

   Rate of combttstion data were derived and analyzed using a double Wiebe's function approximation.

It is shown that three of the six function parameters are constant for a wide range ofconditions and that

the other three can be expressed as linear functions of the amount of fuel injected during ignition lag.

   Engine noise, smol<e, and thermal efficiency correlate with the parameters describing the amount of

premixed combustion and diffusive combustien duration.

   These characteristics may be optimized by reducing the quantity of premixed combustion while

maintaining the duration of diffusive combustion to less than 60 "CA.
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Society of Automotive Engineers

International Congress & Exposi-

tion, Detroit, Michigan, February

25-March 1, 1985

'

                   Tbee Effects of FSask Boilimg Ftheg llnjectiom on

            Sgeray Chawaeteristics, Coiutbtt]sthiom, agedi Engime Perforertrtance

                            ige DI aevd gDI Diesel Engimees

                                            '
               Nobuyuki YAMAzAKI, Noboru MIyAMoTo and Tadashi MuRAyAMA

   This paper deals with the effects of flash boiling injection of various kinds of fuels on spray characteris-

tics, combustion, and engine performance in DI and IDI diesel engines.

   It is known that spray characteristics change dramatically at the boiling point of fuel. When the fuel

temperature increases above the boiling point, the droplet size decreases apparently and the spray spreads

more widely. At higher fuel temperatures, above the boiling point, the apparent effects are a lower-smoke

density and improved thermal efficiency at higher loads, resulting from the shorter combustion duration ;

it is thus possible to obtain a markedly improved engine performance in engines with a low air-utilization

chamber.

   Remarkable changes in heat release with the increase in fuel temperature are;an increase in premixed

combustion quantity and shortening of the combustion duration. The changes in smoke emission and

therrnal efficiency for different engine types are also considered in this paper. ' ,

 Society of Automotive Engineers

 International Off-Highway &

 Powerplant Congress & Exposi-

 tion, Milwaul<ee, Wiscensin, Sep-

 tember 10-13, 1984

            Low Carben Flower Bnildup, Low Smoke, and Efficient Diesel

                   Opeffation with Vegetabie Oils by Conversion to

                Mofto-Esters and Blendi"g with Piesel Oil or Alcohols
                                            '                                    tt                                               '
, Tadashi MuRAyAMA, Young-TAIG OH, Neboru MIyAMOTo,
                  Takemi CHIKAHIsA, Nobukazu TAI<AGI and Koichiro ITow

   The purpose of this investigation ,is to evaluate the feasibility of rapeseed oil and palm oil for a diesel

fuel substitutioB in a naturally aspirated D. I. diesel engine, and also to find means to reduce the carbon

deposit buildup in vegetable oil combustion.

   In the experiments, the engine performance, exhaust gas emissions, and carbon deposits were measured

for a number of fuels : rapeseed oil, palm oil, methylester of rapeseed oil, and these fuels blended with

ethanol or diesel fuel with different fuel temperatures.

   It was found that both of the vegetable oil fuels generated an acceptable engine performance and

exhaust gas emission levels for short term operation, but they caused carbon deposit buildups and sticking
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ofpistonringsafteranextendedoperation. Practicalsolutionstoovercometh6problemswere:increasing

the fuel temperature to over 2000C, blending 25 vol% diesel fuei in the vegetable oil, blending 20 vol%

ethanol in the fuel, or converting the vegetable oils into metylesters.

20th Symposium (International)

on Combustion, Ann Arbor, Mich-

igan, August l2-17, 1984

                      The Effects of N02 om Cataiytic Oxidatiopt

                        of Unbanrned Sgeecies from a Methamoi

                            Fueled Spark Egnition Engine

                              Kenichi ITo and Osamu FuJiTA

                           Department of Mechanical Engineering,

                                  Hokkaido University

   Catalytic oxidation processes of unburned species in methanol combustion products are exarnined with

anemphasisupontheroleofN02. Twokindsofexperimentswerecarriedout. Onewasonthecatalytic

oxidation of the engine exhaust gases and the other was on prepared gases which simulated the engine

exhaust gases. In an automotive catalyst bed, unburned methanol, formaldehyde, NO and N02 concentra-

tions were determined at air-fuel equivalence ratios and gas temperatures, ranging O.8-1.5 and 400-540 K,

respectively.

   When the exhaust gas entered the catalyst bed, N02 decreased and NO increased rapidly. Methanol

was aiso oxidized and its oxidation ratio had a maximum value at an equivalence ratio of 1.2 and was

related to the N02 emission characteristics. The conversion of N02 to NO wasimproved by the presence

of methanol and the oxidation of methanol was promoted by N02. Because of the higher N02 concentra-

tion in the methanol engine exhaust gas, the effect of N02 in the catalytic oxidation appeared more strengly

than in the exhaust gases frorn engine using other fuels.

China-Japan Vibration Joint Con-

ference 1984, Shanghai, China,

Oct, 23-26, i984

                 Fmee Vibration of a Point-Supported Spherical Shell

                    Toshihiro IRIE Gen YAMADA and Yasushi MuRAMoTo
                                '
                DepartmentofMechanicalEngineeringll,FacultyofEngineering '
                          Hokkaido Univeristy, Sapporo, 060 Japan

   An analysis is presented for the free vibration of an elastically or a rigidly point-supported spherical

shell. For this purpose, the deflection displacements of the shell are written in a series of the products of

the associated Legendre functions and the trigonometric functions. The maximum kinetic and strain
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energies of the shell are evaluated analytically, and the frequency equation is derived by the conditions for

a stationary value of the Lagrange functional. For a rigidly point-supported shell, the Lagrange muitiplier

method is conveniently employed. The method is applied to a closed spherical she!1 supported at equi-

spacedfourpointslocatedalongaparalleloflatitude;thenaturalfrequencies(theeigenvaluesofvibration)

and the mode shapes are caiculated numerically, and the effects of the point supports on the vibration are

studied.

XVIth International Congress of

Theoretical and Applied Mechan-

ics, Lyngby, DENMARK, August

19-25, 1984

  Plastic Faow Rule for Cyclic ]Loadimg

                H. IsHIKAWA

Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering,

            Hokkaido University

               H. LIPPMANN
     Professor, Lehrstuhl A fUr Mechanik,

       Technische Universitat Mtinchen

   The stress analysis of structures subjected to cyclic loading requires stress-strain relations sufficiently

simple to be usable for computer programming and yet adequate to describe the essential features of the

plastic behaviour of the material. One such form was proposed by Drucker and Palgen. However, the

procedure of the introduction of their model did not show clearly enough that it follows the theory for cyclic

Plasticity.

   In this paper the constitutive equation for cyclic plasticity in consideration of the motion of the center

of the loading surface is proposed. Using a modified plastic work, the dependency of the loading history

of material is taken into account. The Ramberg-Osgood's law which is applied to each stress strain loop

from the current center of the loading surface plays an important role in this theory. The theory is verified

from the point of view of several kinds of experiments on type 304 austenitic stainless steel.
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International Conference Series

on Advances in NUMERICAL
METHODS IN ENGINEERING:
THEORY AND APPLICA-
TIONS, Swansea, U. K., January

7-11, 1985

                     Stress-straim Re]ation of 3e4 Staimless Steel

                                 for Cyc]ic Loading

                                     H, ISHIKAWA
                              Professor, Hol<kaido University

                                     H. LIppMANN
                          Professor, Technical University Munich

   The stress analysis of structures subjected to cyclic loading requires stress-strain relations sufficiently

simple to be usable for computer programming and yet adequate to describe the essential features of the

plastic behaviour of the material.

   In this paper the constitutive equation for cyclic plasticity incorporating the motion of the center of the

loading surface is proposed. Using a modefied plastic work, the dependency of the loading history of

materials is taken into account. The Ramberg-0sgood law which is applied to each stress strain loop from

the current center of the loading surface plays an important role in this theory. The theory is verified from

the point of view of several kinds of experiments on type 304 austenitic stainless steel.

The 5th Intemational Conference

on Production Engineering,
Tokyo, July 9-11, 1984

             Mechanism of Internal Stress Generation in a TensiRe State

       in High Speed Electroforrned Nickel brought about Caused by ffydrogen

                         MasaOki YAMAMoTo and Toshikazu SATo
                  Department of Precision Engineering, Hokkaido University

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

   Electroformed nickel from Watt electrolyte of normal has a toughness but has a disadvantage of high

internal stress in a tensile state as compared with nickel from sulfamate nickel electrolyte, Actually low

internal stresses are observed in nickel electroformed by certain high current densities and superimposed

currents from Watt of normal, Whether the hydrogen contained in the high speed electroformed nickel

contributes or not to the origin ef the internal stress in a tensile state was determined by means of

quantitative analysis of hydrogen in the nickel.

   The hydrogen discharge from the electroformed nickel contracts the lattice of the nickel crystal, and

as a result internal stress in tensile state occurs,
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The 5th International Conference

on Production Engineering,
Tokyo, July 9-ll, l984

            Eaectifo¢kewaieal waachiming watk Bipolar E]ectgeode Comnectioge

                    Eiji MAKINo, Kenichi MARuyAMA and Toshikazu SATo

                  Department of Precision Engineering, Hokkaido University

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

   The basic features of bipolar ECM were studied theoretically and experimentally using a nickel-base

superalloy, Hastelloy X, as the workpiece, 3mol/dm3 NaN03 electrolyte at 30℃, and an inert platinum

anode. The current and the machining gap were measured against geometrical variables of an electrode

configuration, The results show that an equilibrium condition was established during bipolar ECM under

conditions of constant cathode feed rate and cell voltage. The equilibrium gap decreased with the

increasing feed rate and with the increasing gap between the anode and the workpiece. And it becomes

zero at a maximum feed rate which depends on a maximum current. By arranging the anode in proximity

to the cathode, stray machining was reduced. Thus, undesired pitting, intergranular attack, and deforma-

tion ef a workpiece shape at cutting edges can be prevented,

IFAC 9th World Congress,
Budapest, Hungary, July 2-6, 1984

                           VariatioRal Systervi Theomy (II)

                                M, SHIMA and Y. IsuRuGI

                 Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                  Hokkaido University, North 13 West 9, Sapporo e60, Japan

   Obser'ving the behavior of a "functional" J (t)=h (x (t)) along the system trajectory x (t) and making

use of the variational formula for AJ corresponding te input perturbation 6u (t), we can study the stability,

optimization and design procedures of the system. This is the basic manner of our thinking inlLtding the

scope of study of our "Variational System Theory". We decompose various concepts of system theory into

combinations of four properties : complete invariance, output controllability, stability and functional

independence. Then, the suitable combinations of necessary andlor sufficient conditions of these pro-

perties yields.the design procedures. To illustrate our methods, we present a design procedure of state

feedback law, with which the system is non-interacting and the disturbances are decoupled. Moreover, we

present a definition of the model following control system with a combination of complete invariance and

stability, which is a natural one from a view point of variational approach. A sufficient conclition is given

and the obtained design procedure is successfully applied to an example of bilinear system : DC-motor.

Soine of our results seems to be equivalent to the "local" version of the studies via differential geometric

approach. But, our methods are easy to understand and readily applicable to practical problems.
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Proceedings of the 5th Internatio-

nal Conference on Production En-

gineering, JSPE, Tokyo l984

                   Autoanatic DiwaemsioRing on 3-D Soiid Geoinetry

                   Masaaki MINAGAwA, Norio OKINo, and Yukinori KAI<Azu

                   Institute of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                           Hokkaido University Sapporo, Japan '

   In traditional CAD systems, dimensioning is time consuming work-designers should specify dimensions

with the aid of a light pen, cross cursor and so on. In any ideal CAD system, this work should be

automated. This study is concerned with how to solve this problem-the problem of realizing automatic

dimensioning. An approach is made from the point of view of knowledge engineeying--because, dimen-

sioning rules applied by designers are closely related to human knowledge and human experience. The

approach we propose was applied to 3D solid geometry models and satisfactory solutions were obtained.

Proceedings of Computer Inte-

grated Manufacturing and Robo-

tics, The Winter Annual Meetings

of the ASME, New Orleans, 1984

                    A Theoreetical Appmoach to Generalized Robot

                                  Contyol Problem

                         Y. KAKAzu, N. OKINO, and Y. SHIGEMATsu

                   Institute of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                           Hokkaido University Sapporo, Japan

   In this paper, a new problem of a generalized control problem of a robot is proposed and discussed

theoretically. The proposed problem includes both geometrical and physical problems and a method of

automatic trajectory planning is also proposed as one of the applications of optimal control.

   In order to avoid the complexity arising from the primal problem, all the constraints and the perfor-

mance indexes are transcribed to the corresponding penalty functionals and they are combined linearly to

handle different kinds of entities,

   Also to ,make the system accessible, the decoupling via state feedback is introduced.

   The automatic trajectory planning for a revolute-type robot of seven degrees of freedom is

experimented with a performance index of minimum-time and the constraints of the permissible angles and

angular velocities of the joints,
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Proceedings of the International

Symposium on Design and Synthe-

sis, JSPEIIFTOMM, Tokyo, 1984

     Softwaree Tools fer twackime Design

                Their Appbeatioms

Naoki HAsHiMoTo', Norio OKiNo"* and Yukinori

    'Dept. of Mechanical Eng., Asahikawa Tech.

            Asahikawa, Hokkaido, 070 Japan

          '*Faculty of Eng,, Univ. of Hokkaido

             Sapporo, Hokkaido, 060 Japan

amd

KAKAzu**
College,

   Mechanical engineering has a number of essential problems which must be solved immediately, such as

shorteningdesign-processtirneandestablishingatechniqueforestimatingdesignresults. Atrial-and-error

method is genetally employed in performing the design process on a problern which cannot be solved by an

analyticalmethod. Itisimportanttograsptheinfluenceofmodifyingspecification. Moreover,thereare

a number of design variables closely related to each other. This paper represents on the designing method

based on the boundary factor method and the software tools to perform the design process. The software

tools are classified into two groups. One is the utilities to perform the design procedure independent of the

given design object and the other is the units constructing the design object, The design base is proposed

for the storage of the units and an example is demonstrated for the application.

Proceedings of the International

Symposium on Design and Synthe-

sis, JSPE/IFTOMM, Tokyo, 1984

Sheli Geoinetric Modell]ing with the

  Characteristics

Eulex Topology

  Masashi FuRuKAwA' Yukinori KAKAzu'" and Norio OKINo'
                    '
       "Dept. of Mechanical Eng., Asahikawa Tech. College

              Asahikawa, Hokkaido, e70 Japan

"* Faculty of Eng., Univ. of Hokkaido Sapporo, Hokkaido, 060 Japan

   The paper represents the shell geometric modelling for sheet metal products and shell structured

products, A modelling method of shell geometry objects adopts the Euler topology based model first

developed by Baumgart for the solid modelling. The Euler characteristic equation derived here is v-e+f-

r=:s-handEuler-likeoperationsfortheshellgeometricmodellingareintroducedbytheuseofthederived

equation. For designing the shell geometric modeller, the global topological properties to the surface such

as orientability, closedness and genus and the data base structure, and the modelling verification are

represented as well,
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Proceedings of the 16th

ternational Seminar on

turing Systems, Tokyo,

CIRP In-

Manufac-

1984

Pattemn Recogmition Approaches
to G[R] Code Generation oR CSG

                            Yukinori KAI<Azu and Norio OKINo

                   IRstitute of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                            Hekkaido University Sapporo, Japan

   From the viewpoint of constructing an ideal engineering data-base system, the problems of how to

model and store a part geometry with some attributes and how to recognize and retrieve the modeled

geometry, play important roles. There are fine R&D on geometric medeling suech as CSG, however, R&

D on the recognition and retrieval of the modeled geometry are limited. Conventional GT code approach

must be one of the 1<eys to solve this latter problem. From this new angle of the problem, the pattern

recognition approaches to GT code generation on CSG are proposed here. Regarding the axial geometry

part, the generated GT code here is composed of of three kinds of code systems, i. e., dimensional code,

macro geometry code and semantic code systems, By using this proposed GT code as atom data, some

application probiems, auto-conversion to other GT code, generative process planning, pattern recognition

problems, e. g. are briefly shown with some results.

Proceedings of the 6th Internatio-

nal Conference on Software for

Discrete Manufacturing, PROLA-

MAT 1985, IFIPIIFAC PARIS,
1985

                 Development of SMDS : SONY Mold Design Systeitt

                      Suguru SAWAI', Juzo AKIYAMA', Makoto HosHI'

                          Norio OKINo*' and Yul<inori KAI<Azu"

                  'Production Engineering Development Department, SONY

                   Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

                 "'Institute of Precision Engineering, Hekkaido University,

                   Sapporo, Japan

   To reduce the cost and period of designing an injection mold is one of the most important requirements

facing many industries. A CAD system for designing an injection mold must be quite powerful to solve

these requirements, but there are many difficult problems in developing the system. As one of these

systems, SMDS (SONY Mold Design System) is develop'ed using CSG solid modeler TIPS-1. In this paper,

methodologies and algorithms to realize SMDS and some experiments using SMDS are presented.
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Proceedings of the 6th internatio-

nal Conference on Software for

Discrete Manufacturing, PROLA-

MAT 1985, IFIP/IFAC, PARIS,

1985

                Developmaent of Full Autowiatic DiNneptsioming System

                            Based oit 3D Solid Geometscy

                   Masaaki MINAGAwA, Norio OKINo and Yukinori KAKAzu

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

                             Kita 13-jo, Nishi 8-chome Kita-ku

                                   Sapporo, 060 Japan

   The automatic dimensioning problem is one of the difficult problems in CAD, This paper describes an

approach to the problem. First, CSG is given as geometry data, the geometric pattern is recognized and

dimensions are extracted depending on the types of Primitives, Second, based on gragh theory, the

extracted dimensions are connected to each other under the constraint that related dimensions (such as size

of Primitives) must not be missed. Third, to verify the consistency of the obtained dimensions, gragh

theory is introduced again. Experiments are conducted by using 1'IPS-1 Solid Modeler and practical

mechanical parts (piston, valve etc.) are automatically dimensioned.

International Conference on Dislo-

cations in Solids, Tokyo 1984

           Shrinkage of Dislocatioia Loops by Erviission and Absorption of

            Point Defects and Identification of Self-Diffusiom Carriers in

                             Metals and Sewaiconductoms
                                    tt ttt t ttttlttttt
                          Michio KIRITANI' and Mitsuji }IIRATA""

                 "Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

            *'Department of Physics, College of General Education, Osaka University,

                               Toyonal{a, Osaka 560, Japan

   A general classification of thermally activated shrinkage mechanism of dislocation loops of vacancy

and interstitial type is given. Characteristic difference between the shrinkage by emission and by absorp-

tion of point defects is demonstrated experimentally in a representative fcc metal. The analysis of the

observed shrinkage behaviour in semiconducter germanium leads to the conclusion of the vacancies to be

the defects responsible as the carrier in self-diffusion. Self-diffusion energies in these materials are

estimated from the temperature dependence of the shrinkage speed of interstitial type dislocation loops. A

discussion is given on the diffusion carrier in silicon.
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Intemational Conference on Dislo-

cations in Solids, Tokyo 1984

               Charactergzatiopt of Dislocatgo" amd Stacking Fanit ipt

                          Electrom Irradiated Germawiigm

                  Mitsuii HIRATA', Seiji TAKEDA', and Michio KIRITANI"

            "Department of Physics, College of General Education, Osaka University,

                             Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

                "Department of Precisien Engineering, Facuity of Engineering,

                        Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Two types of (113) faulted dislocation loops, interstitial type and vacancy type, can be introduced by

2MeV electron irradiation, By using lattice imaging technique together with diffraction contrast tech-

nique in an electron microscope, the atomic displacement situation around these faulted loops and the origin

of electron microscope image contrast from the dislocation surrounding the stacking fault were investi-

gated in detail.

13th International Conference on

Defects in Semiconductors,

Cororado 1984

            Forwaatioit of Poimt Defect Clusters and tke Nature of ff'oimt

       Defects im Electron Irradiated Ge amd III-V Cempe{md Semicondzactors

                    Mitsuji HIRATA", Seiji TAKEDA', Masako HIRATA*'

                               and Michio KIRITANI""

                  'Department of Physics, College of General Education, Osaka

                   University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, JAPAN

                 "'Department of Physics, Kobe City College of Nursing,

                   Minatojima, Chuohku, Kobe, Hyogo 650, Japan

                ""*Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineer-

                   ing, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   The nature of point defects is III-V compounds, deduced from the growth behavior of dislocation loops

under electron irradiation, is presented. In Fe, lattice distortion around two types of radiation induced

(113) faulted dislocation loops, of interstitial and vacancy type were carefully investigated by the electron

microscopic technique called lattice imaging.
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ICFRM-I First International Con-

ference on Fusion Reactor Materi-

als, Tokyo 1984

                     Defect Struct"re Evolutioit frozzt Radiation

                               Damage with Cascades

                                    Michio KIRITANI

                Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060 Japan

   Irradiation of a variety of metals in a rotating target D-T fusion neutron source RTNS-II and

observation of defect structures were performed te obtain a unified understanding of defect processes.

These were involved in damage structure evolution from irradiations that generate large cascades, The

maximum separation of interstital atoms from the vacancy rich zone is measured. Vacancy type defect

clusters form groups reflecting the damage with sub-cascades, and the three-dimensional configuration of

sub-cascades is disclosed by high resolution stereo-electron microscopy. The effective collision cross-

sections to produce defect clusters is estimated, and the damage efficiency is obtained to be unexpectedly

small. The variation of point defect processes is discussed based on the variation of the stability of small

clusters in different materials irradiated at different temperatures. The roles of free interstitials released

from cascade zones, the elimination of vacancy clustered defects and the formation of their own clusters,

are clearly understood from a comparison of the results of irradiation of bulk specimen with those of thin

foils. The necessity of dynamical effects from cellisions on the defect cluster formation is concluded and

its mechanism is discussed.

ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo 1984

                Developwaent of Defect Str"ct"res from Displacerrtent

                  Cascade Damage in D-T Nentron Irradiated Goid

          M. KIRITANI, Y. SHIMoMuRA', N. YosHIDA", K. KITAGAwA' and T. YosHIIE

                   Faculty of Engineering, Hol<kaido University, Sapporo 060

              *Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima 742

         "Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Kasuga 816, Japan

   Pure gold is adopted as a suitable material for the exposure of important damage and defect processes

induced by fusion neutron irradiation. Vacancy type unit defects, typically the stacking fault tetrahedr4

of I-2 nm, form groups of a size up to 20 nm containing up to 20 unit defects, reflecting the damage process

in the presence of sub-cascades. The three dimensional configuration of sub-cascade damage is measured

and illustrated. From the density of the sub-cascade groups, the neutron collision cross-section to create

the observable defects is estimated to be 1-8 barns. The observed formation of vacancy clusters at low

temperatures implies the existence of dynamical effect of collisions in the point defect reactions.

Mechanism of defect structure evolution at higher temperatures, one defect cluster from one neutron
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collision, is discussed and the importance of point defect cluster stability and the role of free interstitials

are emphasized.

ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tol<yo 1985

           Formatiom of Secondary Defects in Copper by 14MeV Neutxon
             Irmadiation and Their Effeets om Microstructure Evolutioit

                  N. YosHIDA, Y, AKAsHI, K, KITAJIMA and M. KIRITANI"'

                 Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University,

                                  Kasuga 816 Japan

               '*Faculty of Engineering, Hol<kaido University, Sapporo 060 Japan

   Pure Copper specimens were irradiated at 25, 200 and 4eOOC by 14MeV neutrons using RTNS-II to the

dose of 3,6xl022n/m2 and their damage structure was examined by means of transmission electron

mlcroscopy.

   At 25 and 2000C, stacking fault tetrahedra (SFT), partially dissociated Frank loops, aggregates of

vacancies, and interstitial loops are nucleated by cascade collapse. They have a tendency to be formed as

a group up to about le. Because SFTare very stable under irradiation, excess interstitials corresponding

to the vacancies retained in SFT are accumulated in the matrix and form their clusters. Interstitial loops

nucleated near a dislocation grow preferentially by absorbing the interstitials migrating towards the

dislocation.

   Voids were observed at 4000C. They will play a very important role in void swelling at a high doses.

ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo 1985

    Roles of Free Interstitials and Teirtperature Dependence of Cascade Stability

                     in D-T FusioR Neutrom Irradiated Nickel

                M. KIRITANI, N. YosHIDA*, Y. SHIMoMuRA'" and T, YosHIIE

                  Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060

            *Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Kasuga 816

          "Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University, Higashihiroshima 724, Japan

   An observation of defects formed in nickel by D-T neutron irradiation is made. The differences in

number density and size of small dotted vacancy type clustered defects between thin foil and bulk

specimens are fully accounted for by the reaction of free interstitials in the bulk, in contrast to their

negligible effect in thin foils by their prompt escape to the specimen surfaces. Interstitial clusters observed
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only in the bulk specimens are also the result of higher concentration of free interstitials during irradiation

in the bulk than in the thin foils. A much less number of vacancy clustered defects is observed at room

temperature in specimens irradiated at Iow temperature than in specimens irradiated at room temperature

itsel£ Considering that the room temperature is still far lower than the free migration temperature of

vacancies in this material, the temperature dependence of dynamical effects on the process of cascade

collapse is discussed.

ICFRM-I
Conference

Materials,

 First International

 on Fusion Reactor

Tokyo 1984

              IMIetastable Defects in D-T Ne"tron Irradiated Germanium

                              M. KIRITANI and M. HIRATA'

                  Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                             Hol<kaido University, Sapporo e60

                     *Department of Physics, College of General Education

                          Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, Japan

   The observed transmission electron microscope images of structural changes in germanium introduced
                             '
by D-T neutron irradiation at room temperature are not those expected from a strain field of any

crystalline defects nor those from phase shifts of crystal periodicity. A high resolution lattice image

observation was performed, and the observed distorted irnages which are not accompanied with the

surrounding lattice distortion are considered to support the occurance of three dimensional volume of

amorphous regions. These amorphous regions diminish in their size and the majority of them disappear

during observatiori under an electron microscope whose electron acceleration voltage is far below the

damage threshold, by the athermal transfer of energy to atoms from incident electrons, this is the so-called

radiation induced type ef diffusion. A discussion will be given on the retation of the observed structural

changes with the degradation of radiation detectors and functional devices.
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ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo 1984

               D-T Neutron Irradiatiom of JPCA and its Model Alloys

                        N. YosHIDA*, K. KITAJIMA*, E. KuRAMoTo*

                      H. KAwANIsHI" S. IsHINo** and M. KIRITANI"'
                                    '
                  *Kyushu University, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics,

                         Kasugakohen, Kasuga-shi, Fukuoka 816, Japan

                        "University of Tokyo, Faculty of Engineering,

                                Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

                       "'Hokkaido University, Faculty of Engineering,

                                Kita-ku, Sapporo 06e, Japan

   Japanese Primary Candidate AIIoy, TPCA and its pure based model alloys named Al (Fe-15Cr-16Ni),

A2 (Fe-15Cr-16Ni-O,25Ti), A3 (Fe-15Cr-16Ni-O.25Ti-O.06C) and A7 (Fe-15Cr-16Ni-O.5Si) were irradiated at 25,

20e and 400"C by 14 MeV D-T neutrons using RTNS-II. Radiation induced defect clusters were very small

compared to those of pure metals such as Ni and Cu, and most of them are just above the limit of resolution

(O.5nm), The formation of stacking fault tetrahedra, which were typical vacancy clusters in fcc metals,

was confirmed from their image characters, The density of observable clusters at 25bC reached as high as

2xlOi'!cm3 by the irradiation of 5xlOi' n/cm2, and did not depend strongly on the component. Cluster

density at 200℃ depended on minor elements. That of JPCA irradiated 7.5xlOi' n/cm2 was 3.4xlOifi/cm3

which was more than one order smaller in Al and A2. The mobility of vacancies at 200eC in Al and A3

is high enough to form their clusters by thermal process but not enough in JPCA, and thermal rearrange-

ment of vacancies in a cascade is important for microstructure evolution,

 ICFRM-I First International

 Conference on Fusion Reactor

 Materials, Tokyo 1984

                   Low TernPerature D-T Neutroit Irradiatiom and

               Cryotramsfer Observation of Cascade Defects of Metals

                    Y. SHIMoMuRA', M. W. GulNAN" and M. KIRITANI""

              'Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima 724

             "Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550

                 ""Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060

   EIectron microscope specimens of Au, Ag, Cu, Al and Fe were irradiated below 20K by D-T neutrons

with RTNS-II to the fluence of lxlOi6 to 1.5xlO'7 n/cm2. After irradiation, foils were dismounted from the

cryostat and mounted on a TEM cold holder in liquid nitrogen, and transfered to an electron microscope

without warming them. The results presented here describe preliminary observations on only a few foils.

Cascade defects composed of small defects in a group were observed in Au, Ag and Cu. The relaxation
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of cascade defects occuring during the isochronal annealing was examined. No irradiation-induced defect

was detected in cryotransfered aluminum at the instant of starting the observation, while observable

cascade defects appeared during a subsequent･illumination. This process is due to athermal collapsing of

cascades induced by the electron illumination. In iron, no defects could be observed at low temperature

or after annealing. Generally cascades collapse at low temperature to non-compact metastable structures

and change to stable ones during the stage III annealing.

ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo 1984

         Cascade Defects im Very Low Dose D-T Neutron Imradiated Metals

               Y. SHIMoMuRA* M. GulNAN*i M, KIRITANI*** D. HEIKI<ENEN**
                             t1                                                       ,
                                   and C. LoRGAN'*

                    "Applied Physics and Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering

                  Hiroshima University, Saijou, Higashi-Hiroshima 724 Japan

              "Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California

                             Livermore, California 64550 USA

               "*Department of Precision Measurements, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060 Japan

   Very low dose of D-T neutron irradiation (10i5 n!cm2) of thin metal specimens is made in order to

observe an isolated cascade defect. Cascade defects were observed in all irradiated specimens of Au, Ag,

Cu, Ni and Mo. As a typical example, the number density of cascade defects in gold was lxlOi3 and 1.

5xlO'`/cm3 for 40 and 400 counts on a neutron detector, respectively. These values of the number density

correspond to the cascade formation rate, O,e3 (cascade defect/cm3)/(n/cm2), The number seems to have

a good agreement with those obtained from pure gold irradiated with higher doses, However,a remarka-

ble difference of cascade defect structure was found in specimens irradiated between a very Iow dose and

a higher dose. Only an isolated cascade defect was observed in very low dose specimens, while cascade

defects haye structures composed of several point defect clusters in the specimen of higher dose irradiation.

The result suggests that cascade damages before their collapsing interact strongly with cascade defects

already collapsed.
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ICFRM-I
Conference

Materials,

 First International

 on Fusion Reactor

Tokyo 1984

                 E]ectrcom Microscopic Studies of Daiviage Evolutiopt

                        in Fission Neautmon Irreadiated MetaEs

                Y. SHIMOMURA*, H. YOSHIDA**, M. KIRITANI*##, K, KITAGAWA*

                                  and K. YAMAKAWA'

                    'Applied Physics and Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                  Hiroshima University, Saijiu, Higashi-Hiroshima 724, Japan

                       "Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University,

                            Kumatori-cho, Osaka 59e-04, Japan

               "'Department of Precision Measurements, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 06e, Japan

   The same kinds of specimens of both thin foil and bulk of metals as those irradiated previously with

D-T neutrons at RTNS-II were irradiated with fission neutrons at KUR. The irradiations were performed

at 20 and 350 K to the fluences of 5xlOiG and lxlOi9 £ n./cm2, respectively. The results of pure Au were

described to exemplify the typical value ofcascade defects. A cascade in Au consists from 2.2 of the small

defects on average. This is compared with 6.7 for the fusion neutron irradiation. The cross section for

the formation of observed cascade defects was e.51 barn which is twelvth of fusion neutron irradiation.

The average size of small defects in fission neutron irradiated Au was much smaller than that of fusion

neutren irradiation. The cryotransfer of thin foil to EM were carried out to observe the cascade defects

at low temperatures. The damage evolution in bulk was also examined.

ICFRM-I
Conference

Materials,

 First International

 on Fusion Reactor

Tokyo 1984

                   A Study of Point Defect Processes in Candidate

             and Model Alloys for Fusion Reactor First Wall by ffVEM

                T. YosHHE, S. KojlMA, Y. SATo, N. YosHIDA' and M. KIRITANI

                  Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

             'Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Kasuga 816, Japan

   High energy electron irradiation on a modified 316 austenitic stainless steel and its model alloys, Fe-

Cr-Ni, Fe-Cr-Ni-Ti and Fe-Cr-Ni-Si, and a ferritic steel was performed with a high voltage electron

microscope. Interstitial type dislocation loops are formed in all alloys. A comparison of nucleation and

growth speeds of the interstitial loops among four austenitic steels suggests a strong interaction between

titanium atoms and vacancies and between silicon atoms and interstitials. The effect of preheat treatment

above 600"C on loop nucleation during lower temperature irrdiation was found, especially near the specimen
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surface. In f'erritic steel, the nucleation of lnterstitial loops occurs continuously during steady irradiation,

where the dynamically balanced state of point defects is established. This difference from general

behavior of pure metals is attributed to the smaller difference of mobilities between vacancies and

interstitials in the steel than those of pure metals.

ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo l984

              Iozz-Ireradiation ExK}eriryeent for tke Fllndainental Studies

                      of Daiveage Evoautiom of Fusiom Materials

                K KITAGAWA*, K. YAMAIcAWA*, H. FUKUsHIMA*, T. YOSHIIE**,

              Y. HAyAsHI" ", H. YosHIDA"", Y. SHIMoMuRA' and M KIRITANI'"

                   *Applied Physics and ChemistrY, Faculty of Engineering,

                  Hiroshima University, Saijou, Higashi-Hiroshima 724, Japan

                '."Department of Precision Measurements, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                 "'Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumatori-cho,

                                  Osaka 590-e4, Japan

   Cascade defects produced by ion irradiations were studied by the weak-beam method of electron

microscopy for fcc metals (AU, Ag, Cu, Ni, AI) and bcc metals (Fe, Mo, V) as well as practical alloys

(SUS316, ferritic steel). The thin foil specimens are irradiated with 40 to 70 KeV Ar' and metal ions at the

temperatures between -130 and 6eO"C, changing the ion flux and the irradiation fluence. The defect yeilds

are greatly different for the materials and the defect densities increase proporitonally only in the region of

low fluence. The numbers of the observed defects show a tendency to saturate in the region of high

fluence, The repeated irradiations show that the individual defects change their size discontinuously and

disappear suddenly in Au. A typical feature of unstable defect evolution is seen in Al, where the observed

defects appear only in the high flux ion irradiations and at relatively low temperatures,
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ICFRM-I First International

Conference on Fusion Reactor

Materials, Tokyo 1985

         Correellatien Amoitg a Variety of Miniaturizedi Mechanical Tests and

                 Their Applicatiome to D-T Neutron-Erradiated Metals

                 A. OI<ADA, T. YosHIIE, S. KoJIMA, K. ABE' and M, KIRITANI

                  Department of Precision Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Holckaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                      'Research Institute for Iron, Steel and Other Metals

                           Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

   The tensi!e, disk bulge and microhardness tests with miniaturized specimens were performed on a

variety of metals and alloys. It was shown that both the bulge fracture load and the microhardness

strongly correlate with tensile strength. Specimens as thin as O.1 mm generally fulfil the requirements for

obtaining bull< properties from miniaturized tensile tests, for materials where grain size can be properly

controlled.

   The tensile and bulge tests were carried out on Ni, Au, Cu and austenitic stainless steel irradiated with

D-T fusion neutrons from RTNS-II, Au and Cu showed a large increase in yield strength up to factors of

7 and a reduction of ductility down to 50% by the irradiation of 1.7xl022 n/m2, The increase of the yield

strength for Ni and stainless steel is about half that for Cu and Au, and the decrease of ductility is small

for stainless steel. The variation of deformation mode with increasing neutron'fluence was detected by

optical and electron microscopy.

ICFRM-I
Conference

Materials,

 First International

 on Fusion Reactor
Tokyo 1984

       thow Flaeence Neutrom ffrradiation Responses to Ferritic Stainless Steels

               A. KoHyAMA, K. AsAI<uRA, Y. KOHNo, K. KoMAMuRA, K. SUZUKI,

                               M, KIRITANI' and N, IGATA

                  Department of Materials Science, The University of Tokyo,

                           Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

               'Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Five 1<inds of ferritic stainless steels were irradiated at 300 K, 473 K and 673 K with 14 MeV neutrons

to a fluence of 1,3xlOi8 nlcm2 and were irradiated with fission neutrons at about 600 K to a fluence of 5xlOi8

nlcm2. Micro-bulge test, micro-Vickers hardness test and electron microscopy were used to characterize

the radiation damage. Many radiation induced defect clusters were observed and the temperature depen-

dence and the fluence dependence of those defect clusters suggest them to be vacancy type clusters.

Corresponding to the microstructural changes irradiation softening were observed.
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The 10th International Cryogenic

Engineering Conference, Helsinki,

Finland, July 31-August 3, 1984

Strategic Usage of SMES fer urtility

          in the Year 2eoo

                                    Jun HAsEGAWA
                           Department of Electrical Engineering

                           Hol<kaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   The method and the benefit of the future usage of IGW 5 GWh SMES in the Japanese power system

proposed for use in the year 2000 was studied. The size is estimated as appropriate for the Japanese

electric power demand in the year, 2000. A theoretical study to obtain the optimal operation scheme

considering the economical benefit revealed that SMES has its characteristic features which are slightly

different from the conventional storage method such as the pumped hydro power station. The exclusive

daily cycle is favored for SMES while the pumped hydro power station is used not only for daily but also

for weelky cycles. The macroscopic strategy using SMES wasextensively discussed fervarious situations

of the power system.

The 8th Power Systems Compu-

taion Cenference, Helsinl<i, Fin-

land, August 19-24, 1984

       0pt the 0ptimaal Allocatiom of the Measurements in Power Systewa State

              Estimatiom Cofisidering Loss-of-Measurements Conditioms

                              J, HAsEGAwA and K. NIsHIyA

                           Department of Electrical Engineering

   ' Hokkaido University,
                                    Sapporo, Japan

   On the optimal allocation of measurements in power system static state estimation, this paper presents

a new idea;i. e., deciding such a measurement set with minimum redundancy where the states of a power

system can be estimated with better accuracy than at a prespecified desired Ievel even in the loss-of-

measurements conditions as well as in normal condition. The proposed solution process consists of three

fundamental tasks; i, e,, Task I, Task II and Task III.

   Task I makes the power system be observable even in the loss-of-measurements conditions by adding

new measurements. A new index defined in this paper and named as appropriateness is used in order to

select the appropriate additional measurments from the probable candidate measurements. Task II

evaluates expected accuracies of estimator for the normal and all loss-of measurements conditions, Task

III decides the optimal measurements to be added in order to improve the expected accuracy of the

estimater against the normal condition or the worst loss-of- measurements condition,
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1984 International Conference on

Plasma Physics, Lausanne, Switz-

erland, June 27-July 3, 1984

               Apt Amalysis of PRaswaa Surface Waves Based on Specia]

                     F"nctioms amd a Boundary Elerviemt Method

                   Toshihisa HoNMA, Hiroyuki MuRAKAMI, Masafumi KITo

                                     and Ikuo KAJI

                  Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                  "Electrotechnical Laboratory, 1-1-4 Umezono, Sakura-Mura

                              Niihari-Gun, Ibaraki 305, Japan

   In the cylindrical coordinates, plasma surface waves for cold plasma with a noncircular cross section

are studied using a boundary element method (BEM). From the fomiulation based on the BEM, we have

the dispersion relation of the plasma surface waves. For the plasma with a circular cross section, we can

conclude from the numerical results based on the BEM that the relative error is less than O.1 % for using

the boundary element with one temth of plasma radius and the characteristic of convergence has nearly a

second-order accuracy. On the other hand, if the plasma is surrounded by the dielectric constant, the

dispersion relation of the plasma surface waves agrees with the dispersion equations which can be verified

numerically through an analysis based on the special functions in the toroidal coordinates. Furthermore,

for the toroidal plasma with a metal wall, a dispersion relation of plasma surface waves is studied using

the toroidal functions.

1984 International Conference on

PIasma Physics, Lausanne, Switz-

erland, June 27-July 3, 1984

           Three-Di]nemsional Analysis of Convective-Diffuse Plasma Flow

                         Using a Boundaxy Elememt Methed

                     Toshihisa HoNMA, Yasuhiro TANAKA and Ikuo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   For a three-dimensional steacly-state resistive plasma flow, we have the convective-diffuse equation

with a source term. In order to solve the equation, the boundary element method (BEM) is proposed for

not only obtaining stable solutions but also to save data preparation. From the boundary element

solutions,wecanconcludethefollowing:(1)thesolutionisunconditionallystableinspace,i,e,,thestability

of solution is independent of the type of boundary element used in the analysis. (2) the relative error

almost never depends on the value of Peclet number, Pe. (3) the characteristic of convergence has an

appoximate second-order accuracy, (4) the mixed BEM solutions in comparison with the constant BEM

have a rather high accuracy with the increase of the value of Pe. Therefore, it is found that the mixed
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BEM is more useful aRd effective in studying resistive plasma flow for complex geometry.

6th International Conference on

Boundary Element Methods in
Engineering, on board the liner,

the Queen Elizabeth II, South-

ampton to New York, July 3-8,

1984

         Tkree-DigTeensioRal Beundarey Eleivtent Solmetions for a Steady-State

         Coitvective DiffiasRoit Preb]em Usigeg e-1 Order Bomaitdary Elernents

                     Yasuhiro TANAKA, Toshihisa HoNMA and Ikuo KAJi

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Convective diffusion (CD) problems have been already analyzed in fluid dynamics. Such a problem has

become of some interest lately in electrical and electronic engineerings;for example travelling magnetic

fields. However, it is extremely difficult to solve a CD equation when the convection term dominates

because most of the domain-type methods give solutions which oscillate in space,

   In order to eliminate such a numerical instability, the authors apply an effective and efficient boundary

element method which is based on a mixed discretization using both constant and linear elements (mixed

BEM) to a steady-state CD equation in three dimensions,

   Spatial potential distributions, relative errors and convergence are investigated as compared with those

of BEM with only constant elements (constant BEM) and exact solutions for a simple test model, As a

result, we can conclude as follows:

 (1) The solution is stable in space up to nearly the Peclet number Pe:=:600 in the present code.

 (2) The relative error almost never depends on the value of Pe.

 (3) The characteristic of convergence has a second-order accuracy, similar to that of constant BEM.

I984 International Symposium on

Electromagnetic Compatibility,

Tokyo, Japan, October I6-18, 1984

                   Am Aualysis of TEio Cutoff iii TEM Celis

                     Using the Boundary Elemaent Method

                 Toshihisa HoNMA, Yasuhiro TANAI<A and Ikuo KAJI

              Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                      Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

A transverse electromagnetic transmission (TEM) cell developed at the National Bureau of Standards
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is analyzed by using the boundary element method (BEM). In this paper, we study the cutoff problem of

TEie mode in the TEM cells, The cutoff problem of TEro mode is governed by the scalar Helmholtz field,

so that the problem is reduced to an analysis of the scalar Helmholtz field. In the analysis, in order to

reduce the data required to solve the problem, we use the BEM which requires only discretization of the

external boundary, Cutoff frequency is obtained numerically from the secular equation with respect to the

wavenumber. Furthermore,inordertoreducetheinputdata,weconsiderthesymmetricalconditionunder

which all higher modes are divided into three pairs of modes. As a result, we can obtain cutoff frequency

with high accuracy, It is found that the BEM is available for the analysis of cutoff problem in TEM cells.

1984 International Symposium on

Electromagnetic Compatibility,

Tokyo Japan, Oct. 16-18, 1984.

           A Three-Dimaensiomai Analysis of a TEM Cell Modei by a Mixed

                             Bo"ndarcy Eiememt Method

                     Yasuhiro TANAKA, Toshihisa HoNMA and Ikuo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) transmission cells are analyzed three-dimensionally using a

boundary element method based on a mixed discretization using both constant and linear elements, In this

work,theclistributedcharacteristicimpedanceisevaluatedfromtheboundaryvaluessolved, Thisis

one of the most important characteristic quantities for structure design.

   As a result, in this paper we show the following :

 (i) The present numerical method is very powerful in the three-dimensional characteristic impedance

analysis of TEM transmission lines.

 (ii) A non-uniform division such as the one based on zeros of Tchebycheff polynoipials is effective for

three-dimensional problems, and it shows a better convergence with fewer boundary elements,

 (iii) On the basis of these conclusions, we will analyze a more realistic TEM cell model which is tapered

and also the main line sections are taken into account,
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4th International Conference on

Applied Numerical Modeling,

Tainan, Taiwan, December 28-31,

1984

Boeifftdiaify E]eifvteptt

       of

Method App]ied to
Toroidal Piasevtas

MHD Eqwilibmia

                     Toshihisa HoNMA, Hazime IGARAsHI and Il<uo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   MHD equilibria of toroidal plasmas described by the Grad-Shafranov equation are numerically

analyzed by using a boundary element method (BEM). Since the BEM has the advantage of the reduction

in the effective dimensionality by one, this means considerable saving of data preparation and

computational cost in three dimensional problems. In the present work, the BEM is applied to treat three

cases of compact toroidal plasmas with force-free fields, with both toroidal and poloidal fields, and with

a poloidal field alone. Boundary element solutions are compared with both analytical and finite element

solutions, As a result, it is found that the BEM is available in solving the MHD equilibrium problem of

the compact toroidal plasma. As numerical examples, we analyze MHD equilibria of the qun-generated

compact toroidal plasma with a center conductor and of the spheromak configuration.

Sino-Japanese Joint Meeting on

Fiber Science and Electro-
magnetic Theory, Beijing, China,

May 15-19, 1985

               Analysis of Thmee-Dimensional Steady-State Convective

           Diffusiom Equation (Jsing Regular Boundary Element Methods

                     Toshihisa HoNMA, Yasuhiro TANAI<A, Shigeo YATsu

                              Yu-ichi OGAwA and Ikuo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hekkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Reqular boundary element method (R-BEM) is applied to analyze convective diffusion equation. We

consider a three dimensional cubic model wi,th Neumann's boundary condition as a simple example in order

to study the stability and accuracy of regular boundary element (R-BE) solutions. It is found that R-BE

solutions are unconditionally stable and their relative errors almost never depend on the location of source

points. We can also show that R-BE solutions have a second-order accuracy as well as conventional BE

solutions. In addition, numerical precision is studied through the condition number of the system matrices

used in the analysis for a few parameters. As a result, it is shown that the R-BEM is available for the

analysis of three-dimensional steady-state convective diffusion equations.
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Sino-Japanese Joint Meetting on

Optical Fiber Science and Electro-

magnetic Theory, Beijing, China,

May 16-19, 1985

        A Boundary Element Approach to Laplace-Poissonian Field Problems

                     Yasuhiro TANAKA, Toshihisa HoNMA and Ikuo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   A 'new boundary integral fermulation is presented in order to solve a general Laplace-Poisson's

equation, which is one of the basic equations of semiconductor devices, As this formulation is based on

Green's second identity or Gauss' divergence theorem, no conventional volume integral is needed, regardless

of the arbitrary distributions of space charges. The potentials and electric field intensities at interface

nodes placed between a Laplace and a Poisson domain are analytically calculated, because the interface

nodes are treated in the same way as interfial points. It is an effective and powerful tool for device

analysis such a junction-gate field effect transistor with interfaces movable according to the operation bias

conditions. On the basis of simple numerical experiments, the present method is applied to simplified

device models. It is shown that device analysis can be easily obtained for a more small discretized model.

In consequence, numerical results also demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.

1985 IEEE International Confer-

ence on Plaslna Science, Pitts-

burgh, U. S. A,, June 3-5, 1985

              Mixed Boundary Element Methods Applied to Analysis of
                     TEM Waveguides for ICRF PIasina ffeating

           Toshihisa HoNMA, Yasuhiro TANAKA, Hirofumi WATANABE and Ikuo KAJI

                  Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waveguides with two inner conductors used for ion cyclotron radio

frequencies (ICRF) plasma heating are analyzed by using the mixed boundary element methed (mixed

BEM). As design criteria, available transmission powers and characteristic impedances are calculated for

several geometrical parameters of TEM waveguides. From the numerical results, in order to increase

available transmissiop powers, it is necessary to increase the separation of two inner conductors with a

larger radius of curvature. On the other hand, when taking into account the matching impedance, it is

necessary to decrease the characteristic impedance because the impedance of plasma is as sufficiently small

as copper. As a result, there exists the trade-off problem that the increases of the available transmission

powers result in an increase of a separation while matching characteristic impedances results in a decrease

of the separation.
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5th COMPUMAG Conference on

the Computation of Electro-
magnetic Fields, Fort Collins, U.

S, A., june 3-6, 1985

         ReguRar Bouftdary Eaewaent Steady-State Soll"tions of the Travelgng

                               MagRetic Field Probgexyi

                     Toshihisa HoNMA, Yasuhiro TANAI<A and Ikuo KAJI

                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Regular boundary element method (R-BEM) is applied to analyze the steady-state traveling magnetic

field problems for which convective diffusien equation is considered as the governing equation. We deal

with a three-dimensional rectangular prism as a simple example in order to study the stability and accuracy

of regular boundary elernent (R-BE) selutiQns. It is found that R-BE solutions are unconditionally stable

for a rectangular prism to be extended along a traveling direction. Furthermore, we can show that R-BE

solutions have a second-order accuracy as well as the conventional BE solutions. Finally, numerical

precision is studied through the condition number of the system matrices used in the analysis for a few

parameters. It is shown that the R-BEM is available for the analysis of three-dimensional steady-state

convective diffusion equations.

The Electrochemical Society
167th Meeting State-of-the-Art

Program on Compound Semicon-

ductors, Toronto, Ontario, Cana-

da, May 12-27, 1984

                   OR the Role of Surface iut the Perforarkance of

                          Cornpeand Semicond"ctor Devices

                   Hideo OHNo, Hideki HAsEGAwA, and Takayuki SAwADA

                           Department of Electrical Engineering

                                  Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

   A large number of surface states which appear on the GaAs surface imposes various restrictions on the

performance of GaAs devices, One of the restrictions is the surface breakdown and side-gating. Evi-

dences are given indicating the side-gating due to bulk states being initiated by the surface breakdown,

which is, in turn, caused by the surface states. The way to reduce side-gating as well as the possibility of

alternative materials such as InP will be discussed.
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European Workshop on Active

Microwave Semiconductor De-
vices, October 10-12, 1984, Veld-

hoven, Netherlands

                Recepmt Japanese Developmaents of ffigh-Speed Devices

                            by Non-IMIESgeET Approaches

                                   Hideki }IAsEGAWA
                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo, 060 3apan

   Although the self-aligned version of the "classical" MESFET has been extremely successful for

integration, achieving LSI complexities, intensive efforts are also being made towards highspeed devices by

non-MESFET approaches in order to exploit the potential speed cabability in the compound semiconductor

materials to its fullest extent. This paper reviews the current status of such efforts made in Japan,

including HEMTs, MIS-like FETs, HBTs and HETs and InP MISFETs.

   HEMTs have now achieved LSI complexity, resulting in a subnanosecond lkb SRAM with 4kb version

being pursued. Process control and photo-induced in$tability of Vth, compatibility with implantatien ior

self-alignment are the major issues. Use of AIAs/GaAs SL reduces DX centers and improves the stability.

The MIS-like FET using undoped'AIGaAs semi-insulator is an attractive alternative to the HEMT

structure for 77k operation.

   For realizition of high-speeds in LSI cornplexity, large driving capability of devices is an essential

requirement. Thus, the HBT gate is a naturalextention of Si ECLs, A discrete device with ft of25 GHz

has recently been fabricated and its integration is now being pursued. Tunneling HET is expected to

achieve subpicosecond operation,

   Since the FET current is determined by velocity x sheet carrier concentraton, InP and InGaAs

MISFETs can potentially offer advantages of large drivability, less tight control of Vth and large N, M, for

room temperature operation. Reduced drain current instability with a high channel moblity has recently

been obtained,

European Workshop on Active

Microwave Semiconductor De-
vices, October 10-12, 1984, Veld-

hoven, Netherlands

I"tegrated Photoconduetive Detectosc/FET GaAs Receivers
      with Skinpie Optical Couaplimg to Opticai Fibers

      for Intercoptnectiolls in Very esigh Speed IC's

      Nozomu MATsuo Hideo 0HNo and Hideki HAsEGAwA
                    1J
    Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

            Hokkaido University, Sapporo, 060 Japan
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   In order to meet the need for high speed, cross-talk free interconnections in high speed IC's, integration

of highspeed GaAs photoconductive detectors and MESFETs with simple coupling to optical fibers is

investigated.

   Two photoconductive detectors and one FET were integrated on a O,2 "m thick n-type MOCVD GaAs

layer doped to 2 x 10i' cm7S grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. Photoconductors had a width of

200 #m and a length of 10 ptm, Gate length of the MESFET was 10 #m and width 500 ptm.

   For simple coupling of optical fibers to the integrated receiver, a single mode fiber was laid directly

on one of the detectors and coated with epoxp resin. To enhance the efficiency of distributed coupling

between fiber and detector, optical fiber was etched to 5 "m to remove the coating and cladding. The

resulting connection loss between fiber and detector was about-1.4 dB with 5 ns overall response time, which

is excellent considering the very simple method and structure employed here. The response time is Iimited

by the surface state effect of the detector and can be improved by employing window layers such as

GaAIAs.

   Monolitic integration of photoconductive detectors with GaAs MESFETs together with a simple and

low-loss coupling of optical fibers to the integrated high speed receivers are thus shown to be very

promising for optical interconnection in very high speed IC's and systems,

1984 Int. Symp. GaAs and Related

Compounds, Biariitz, France,

Sept, 26-28, 1984

        Mechanisin amd Suppressiom of Drain Curremt Prift in XnP MISFETs

                   Hidel<i HAsEGAwA, Takayuki SAWADA and Hideo OHNo
                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                            Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060

   Draincurrentdriftsinn-channelA1203/InPandA1203/nativeoxide/InPMISFETspreparedbyanodiza-

tion in AGW electrolyte or in oxygen plasma were studied. The interfaces were characterized by Auger

profiling, ellipsometry, I-V, C-V, DLTS and PCTS methods,

   To explain the temperature dependence of drift, previous models assumed interfacial defect states lying

above Ec. However, this temperature dependence is a measurement artifact. The new model involving

interface states below E., explains the drift quantitatively.

   Incorporation of a thin native oxide interfacial layer by anodization reduces Nss, and suppresses drift.

This is explained by the present model for interface states.

                                                    .   SSI circuits exhibited excellent low-frequency stability with a high channel mobility of 2000-3000 cm2/

V. sec, showing promise for LSI/VLSIs.
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1984 Int. Symp. GaAs and Related

Compounds, Biariitz, France,

Sept. 26-28, 1984

          A New Side-Gating Model for GaAs MESFETs Based on Surfaee
                               Avalanche Breakdown

          Toshihiko KITAGAwA, Hideki HAsEGAwA, Takayuki SAwADB and Hideo OHNo
                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hold{aido University, Sapporo, 060 Japan

   Side-gating of MESFETs limits the packing density of GaAs LSI/VLSIs, This paper studies the side-

gating of OMVPE MESFETs on undoped LEC substrates and with PCVD Si02 or Si3N4 passivation.

   Side-gating toek place in the presence of negative sicle-gate potential with its threshold VT equal to

breakdown voltage between the side gate and source,

   Experimental results include light emission from the source ottter edge at the onset of side-gating, long-

range nature of side-gating, linear dependence of V･r on side gate-to-source distance and extreme sensitivity

of VT to passivation conditions, These cannot be explained by the previous space charge limited current

model, A new model is proposed which includes field concentration by surface state filling and the

resulting avalanche injection.

The 13th Congress of the Interna-

tional Commission for Optics,

August 20-24, l984, Sapporo

                  Momolithic I"tegration of GaAs Photocomductive

                   Detectors amd MESFETs for Optoeiectronic IC's

                    Hideo OHNo, Nozomu MATsuo, and Hideki HAsEGAwA

                           Department of Electrical Engineering,

                                 FacultyofEngineerinq, .

                             Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060

   In order to meet the need for high speed optoelectronic IC's for interconnections in very high speed IC'

s and systems, integrated detector/FET GaAs receivers with simple coupling to optical fibers are devel-

oped.

   Two photoconductive detectors and one FET were integrated on a O.2 #m thick n-type MOCVD GaAs

layer doped to 2 x 10i7 cm-3 grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. Two alloyed Au/Ge: Ni ohmic

contacts with le pam separation and 2eO "m width were formed for a photoconductive detector. The Gate

length of the MESFET was IO ptm and width 500 ptm, showfng 13 mS of transconductance. Two photo-

conductive detectors were connected in a series and the gate of the MESFET wasconnected to the electrode

between two detectors, The unwanted epitaxial layer was etched away for device isolation.

   The surface of one detector was illuminated perpendicularly with O,85 ptm light from a GaAIAs/GaAs

laser diode. The rise time of the integrated receiver was 5 ns for photon flux density of 1 x 1020 cmm2sm'.
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The change in output current was 1.4 mA when FET was loaded with a 50 ohm resistor,

   For simple coupling of optical fibers to the integrated receiver, a single mode fiber was laid directly

on one of the detectors and coated with epoxi･4with refractive index of 1.44. To enhance the efficiency of

distributecl coupling between the fiber and the detector, the optical fiber was etched to 5 pt m. The resulting

connection loss between the fiber and the detector was about -1,4 dB with a 5ns overall rise time, which is

excellent considering the very simple method and structure employed here.

The 16th (1984 International) Con-

ference on SOLID STATE
DEVICES AND MATERIALS,
KOBE, 1984

                                  Panei Discussiom

                   GaAs ItSI/VLSIs : Advantages aitd Applicatioms

                                 Organizer/Moderator:

                            H. HAsEGAwA, Hokkaido University

                                    Panel Members:

                             M, Abe, Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd.

                      P. M. AsBEcK, Rockwell International Corporation

                            A. HIGAsHIzAKA, NEC Corporation

                               Y. KATo, Sony Corporation

                        M. OHMoRI, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone

                                   Public Corporation

   0ver the past'several years, we have witnessed a rapid increase of integration size and functional

Complexity in GaAs digital integrated circuits, now reaching LSI/VLSI levels, Until recently, large scale

integration was limited only to D- and E/D MESFETs, but we recently have heard about successful LSI

level integration of HEMT devices and heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT), resulting in a subnano-

second HEMT lkb SRAM and an HBT lk gate array, In a smaller scale of integration, various GaAs-

based devices, including MESFETs, JFETs, HEMTs and heterojunction bipolar devices, have consistently

shown impressive speed-power performances significantly outperforming various commercially available Si

devices.

   Therefore, apparently the time has now come for one to ask on a more realistic basis what roles we

should expect for this fascinating technology of GaAs ICs to play in this world of silicon,

   The present panel is intended to discuss the advantages of various technologies of GaAs ICs over Si

technology. More specifically, D- and E!D-MESFET,JFET, HEMT and HBT technologies are compared

with Si technologies in terms of performance, functional complexity and ease of fabrication. Pertinent

application areas in near term or far term are to be identified for each technology,

   The panel includes GaAs technologist who are actively involved in the IC development.
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                 S"rface EZectrical Breakdowm amd Leakage Current

            Between Ohwaic E]ectrodes on Semi-iftsulating InP Substmates

                         H. HAsEGAwA, T. KITAGAwA and H, OHNo
                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo e60, Japan

   One of the factors limiting the achievable packing density in the compound semiconductor LSIIVLSIs

is the failure of the device isolation due to surface electrical breakdown andlor to sidegating. Although

small scale integration as well as excellent performance of InP power MISFETs are reported, there has

been no report on the surface electrical breakdown and the side-gating in InP. This paper reports the

surface electrical breakdown characteristics in semi-insulating InP and shows that the surface breakdown

voltage in InP is at least one order of magnitude higher than GaAs.

   Surface I-V characteristics between two Au/Ge ohmic electrodes formed on Fe doped LEC semi-

insulating InP wafers were measured. The activation energy of the leakage current was also measured,

The surface was either bare or covered with passivating films such as plasma CVD Si02, Si3N4 and anodic

native oxide.

   The leakage current of InP shows ohmic behavior up to 10-3e kVlcm after which InP permanently

breaks dewn. This behavior is in contrast to the GaAs where a threshold voltage VT is observed above

which a steep rise in current takes place, V･i･ of GaAs corresponds roughly to 1 kV/cm. Leakage current

in InP is sensitive to the passivation processes and a thin anodic native oxide gives the lowest Ieakage.

The measured activation energy of the ohmic current is also extremely sensitive to the processing

condition,

   High breakdown voltage in InP is believed to be due to the reduced number of surface states compared

to GaAs. This is backed not only by the fact that InP has less surface states than GaAs but also by the

fact that the Fe doping level in InP is comparable to the EL2 density or Cr doping level in GaAs suggesting

that the breakdown is not controlled by bulk.

   A new model for surface breakdown and sidegating in GaAs which involves surface states was reported

recently [1] . According to this model, high energy carriers generated by microplasma due to surfabe

breakdown above VT trigger the sidegating. Since InP shows no such -r, it is expected that InP is immttne

to sidegating.

   The present observation indicates that InP is a material superior to GaAs from the point of view of

device isolatfon in highly integrated compound semicenductor LSI/VLSIs,

 [I] Hasegawa, H., Kitagawa, T,, Sawada, T,, and Ohno, H,:Int. Symp. Gallium Arsenide and Related

Compounds, 1984,
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                     (GaAs)i/(I"As)i SupeTaattice Sewaico"ductor

                         Growm by Molecular Beaua Epitaxy

                         H. OHNo, R. KATsuMi and H. HAsEGAwA
                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   This paper deals with the growth of (GaAs)t/(InAs)i superlattice by molecular beam epitaxy, which

belongs to a new class' of semiconductor, the superlattice semiconductor. The name superlattice semicon-

ductor is used for semiconducting monolayer layer to several monolayer superlattice since the electronic

structure of this semiconducting material cannot be treated as a structure formed by two semiconductors

described by effective mass theory. A variety of new properties is expected to be realized by this

superlattice semiconductor. One of the possibilities is the elimination of alloy scattering in Gao,47 Ino.s3 As

alloy by replacing the alloy by (GaAs)i!(InAs)i superlattice semiconductor which has almost the same

average composltlon.

   (GaAs)i/(InAs)i superlattice semiconductor was grewn on InP substrates with and without AIInAs

buffer layer and on GaAs substrates with GaAs buffer layer, Growth temperature was in the range of 450

C to 500 C with the growth rate of O.5 umfh, Shutters were operated with pneumatic valves and 2 sec time

interval was inserted between closing one shutter of group III material and opening another one. Arsenic

beam was kept constant during growth. RHEED oscillation was observed and used to calibrate the growth

rate, Streaky RHEED pattern was observed throughout the run. The total number of periods was36e to

720.

   The grown layer was characterized by X-ray diffraction, optical absorption, and Hall measurements.

X-ray diffraction revealed that supperlattice was formed : no significant interdiffusion was observed.

Band gap determined by the optical absorption measurement was O.83 eV at room temperature. Theoreti-

cally calculated band gap using tight binding approximation is O.935 eV at O K which corresponds to O.87

eV at room temperature and agrees well with the experimentally observed value, The purity of the layer

was not enough to obresve the elimination or reduction of the alloy scattering. Typical carrier concentra-

tion was abeut 2 x 10" cmT3.

   Altheugh there is 7% Iattice mismatch between GaAs and InAs, the present study indicates that it

possible to synthesize a new superlattice semiconductor out of GaAs and InAs, Superlattice semiconduc-

tors with other combinations will provide various different advantages over the conventional compound

and alloy semiconductors.
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   Advanced high speed devices such as Static Induction Transistors and Pemeable Base Transistors

require a re-growth of the epitaxial layer after processing gate structures. It is essential for such devices

thAt the re-growth interface being high quality : without any unintentionally introduced impurities nor deep

levels. This paper describes what happens when such a re-growth process is carried out on GaAs using

metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE).

   All growths were performed in a vertical reactor with a load-lock apparatus under atmospheric

pressure using TMG and arsine. GaAs layers were grown at 760"C on n' GaAs substrates at a rate of

5eO AImin with V/III ::20. No dopants were used in this study. Typicalcarrier concentration under this

growth condition was 1 to 2 x 10i6 cm-3 with a room temperature mobility of 48eO cm2 Vrmi s-i,

   The Growth was terminated by stopping TMG flow and then the arsine flow was stopped when the

substrate temperature became 4000C. The surface of the epitaxially grown GaAs was exposed to air and

treated by various solvents as well as etchants before the second growth, Then the sample was loaded in

the reactor and the second layer of GaAs was grown directly on the treated surface. Al Schottky diodes

were formed on the surface and In-Sn ohmic contacts on the backside for electrical measurements.

   Carrier concentration profiling by C-V measurements revealed that a significant carrier depletion of

about 2.0 x 10ii cm-2 was present at the re-growth interface when the surface was exposed to air for 3 hours

prior to re-growth. The carrier depletion extended for 2000 to 3000 A and the lowest part showed n= 5 x

10i5 cmn3. Treating the surface by organic solvents or by HCI prior to the second growth did not reduce

nor enhance the carrier depletion. Deep level transient spectroscopy was used to detect deep levels. A

broad electron trap signal was observed at the regrowth interface. No electron traps except EL2 were

obrerved in the layer away from the interface.

   The depletion of carriers may be understood as carbon contamination during exposure to air. The

effect of other treatments as well as the way to eliminate such carrier depletion will be discussed.
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H. HAsEGAwA, T. HARA, S, ARIMoTo, H. OHNo and T. SAwADA

 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

         Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   It has been believed that the gap state plays a major role in a-Si: H MIS characteristics and the effect

of interface states has been usually ignored. This paper presents evidences that the electrical characteris-

tics of a-Si : H MIS structures are controlled by the interface states.

   a-Si : films were prepared by glow-discharge decompositien of SiH4/H2 onto n' crystalline silicon

substrates. Two different insulators were formed on a-Si:H films for MIS structures:anodically oxidized

Al203/native Si02 double insulator and plasma CVD Si3N4. Vacuum evaporated Al dots on insulators were

used as electrodes.

   C-V measurements were done using 5 Hz to 1 MHz measurement frequencies at 700C. Both insulators

shewed similar low frequency (5 Hz) MIS C-V characteristics with two structures:a dip in capacitance on

the positive bias side and a steep decrease on the negative side. At high positive bias (around 20 V) the

capacitance becomes insulator capacitance. Between the dip and the steep decrease, the capacitance

approaches insulator capacitance.

   The onset of steep decrease shows a strong frequency dependence, indicating the structure being due

to the long time constant of the states well under the conduction band. The structure on the positive bias

side is due to the movement of surface potential. As the voltage goes from negative to positive, high

frequency capacitance starts to increase at the voltage where low frequency capacitance shows a dip,

supporting this interpretation. Effective gapstate density including both the gapstates and the interface

states were calculated from the dip in 5Hz C-V curve. The effective gapstate density was too high to be

interpreted by the gapstates in a-Si: H but is in the reasonable range of lei3 to 10i" cmn2 eV-i as interface

states. The density of effective gapstates is reduced dramatically by annealing at low temperature below

the substrate temperature during deposition of a-Si: H. Both facts indicate that the dominating states are

the interface states.

   Further evidence of the interface states controlling the MIS interface is obtained by isothermal

capacitance transient spectroscopy (ICTS), where a comparison is made between the ICTS signal from MIS

diodes and Schottky diodes. ICTS signal from Schottky diodes shows a prolonged tail in capacitance

transient whereas signals from MIS diodes show only relatively fast transient, This difference in time

constant is another strQng evidence of responding states being different in the two structures : a-Si : H

gapstates in Schottky and interface states in MIS.
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A twicrowave Photocomdnctance Teckmiqaxe for Non-Destgettctive

     Chaeeacterizatiom of Sewai-imsulating GaAs Smbstrates

    H. HASEGAWA, H. OHNo, H, NAGABuCHI, S, SEIq and M. SAWAcHI

      Department df Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering

              Hokkaido Univerisity, Sapporo 060 Japan.

'

   Electrical uniformity of the semi-insulating substrate is the key factor that governs the fabrlcation

yidld of the GaAs integrated circuit chips. The purpose of this paper is to describe a simple method for

non-destructive characterization of semi-insulating substrates, using a microwave photoconductance tech-

nique. The technique was first proposed by the present authors (1) on an empirical basis, This paper

clarifiesthephotoconductancemechanismonthebasisofdetailedexperimentaldataonbothCr-dopedHB

and undoped LEC materials. It is shown that this method is capable of measuring the distribution of Cr

acceptors in HB wafers and that of carbon and other residual acceptors in tmdoped LEC wafers in a non-

destructive way.

   A microwave coplanar stripline probe is used to detect the surface conductance change due to

illumination by Ar or He-Ne laser through non-destructive capacitive coupling, The probe is connected to

a microcomputer controlled automatic data acquisition system, and is scanned over the substrate,

   The microwave photoconductance mechanism is analyzed by solving the rate equation for free carriers

near the surface, taking account of photogeneration, Shockley-Read reco!nbination, direct recombination,

surface recombination and diffusion of carriers. The main results are the following : (1) when the

illumination intensity I is low, the photoconductace G is proportional to I and is related to the effective

carrier life time. For a high surface recombination velocity S(=le6 -10ecm/s) as is the case for GaAs,

GisgivenbyG=K･IIM(K:constant,:absorptionconstantandD:diffusionconstant)andisindependent

of the exact value of S. (2) G ct vll-for large I due to domination by direct recombination. (3> In both Cr-

doped HB and undoped LEC substrates, G is dominated by photogenerated electrons. (4) ln the case of Cr-

doped HB substrates, 1!G is proportional to ((Cr concentration)- (residual donor concentration)). (5) In the

case of undoped LEC substrates, 1/G is proportaional to the residual acceptor concentration since it is equal

to the concentration nf ionized EL 2 donors under low photoexcitation.

   Detailed photoconductance and photo-Hall experiments were performed together with (dark> sheet

resistance and EPD measurememes, tising HB wafers with known Cr concentrations and undoped LEC

wafers with known carbon concentrations (as determined by the FTIR technique). The results were in

excellent agreement with the above (1)-(5), Undoped LEC susbstrates showed either W-shaped or M-shaped

variation of G across the wafer with more rapid fluctuations being superposed on it. The observed

variations of sheet resistance, the reported variations of cathode luminescence intensity and of activation

forionimplantationareallconsistentwiththeinterpretationthattheobservedGvariationisduetocarbon

and not to EL 2, indicating accumulation of carbon at dislocations by the Cottrell effect which lead to the

reported FET threshold voltage dependence on distance from the dislocation C2) .

   In contrast to the IR absorption technique which measures the distribution of EL 2 donors in the bulk

 (3) ,the present method measures the distribution of acceptors near the surface which obviously has a

more direct influence ofi the threshold veltage variation of n-channel FET devices,

REF. (1) H, Shiinizu et al, Jpn. J. Appl, Phys. vol. 12, p, L786 (1982).
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(2)

(3)

S. Miyazawa et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. vol. 43

M. S. Skolnick et al, J. Electron. Mater. vol.

(9), p.

13, p.

853 (1983)
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     'Department of Physics, Kwansei Gakuin University,
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   High quality AIGaAs and AIGaAslGaAs interfaces grown by MBE made it possible to realize selective-

ly doped heterojunctions as well as superlattice structures, which ase currently used in devices such as High

Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMT). ･ To fuily understand the operation of these devices, characteriza-

tion of AIGaAs layers and AIGaAslGaAs interface properties are of extreme importance. Indeed McAfee

etal[1]founddeeplevelslocalizedneartheAIGaAslGaAsinterface,whichcouldinfluencethemobility

of electron gas in selectively doped heterojunctions.

   In this paper we report the results of deep level characterization of Si doped AIGaAs layers and the

interface of selectively doped N-AIGaAslGaAs heterojunctions grown by MBE. The selectively doped N-

AIGaAs layers were grown on n' as well as on semi-insulating GaAs substrates at 68eOC. GaAsbufferlayer

of 0.5 um was grown onto substrates, and then 23 nm undoped Alo.3Gao.7As followed by 140 nm Si doped Alo.3

Gao.7As was grown. The resulting room temperature mobility was pt =4900 cm21Vs with a sheet carrier

concentration of ns :1.0xlOi2 cm-2, and # =170,OeO cm21Vs with n.=4.0xlOTi cmrm2. Aluminum dots were

deposited on the Si doped AIGaAs layers as well as on selectively doped structures to form Schottky

barriers for DLTS measurements.

   Three electron traps have been detected by DLTS in AIGaAs layers. Two of them (activation energy

Ea=O.48 eV with capture cross-section S =1.8xle-i2 cm2 and E.=O.45 eV with S==9.4xlO-'2 cm2) were the

main dominant levels in the bulk of Si doped AIGaAs, which correspond to DX centers reported by Lang

etal[2].Theremainingone(O.46eVwith2.0xleTi3cm2)wasdetectedinthebulkAIGaAsasaprolonged

tail of the DLTS signal from DX centers. Curve fitting was used to obtain accurate values of activation

energies and capture crosssections. The last level (E.=O.4eV) showed a peak in concentration near the

AIGaAs side of the heterojunction interface in the selectively doped heterostructures. All three traps were

found in the AIGaAs layer in the selectively doped N-AIGaAslGaAs heterostructures. The location of the

deep levels near the interface and its effect on the mobility of electron gas at the selectively doped

heterojunction will be discussed.

 [1] S. R. McAfee et al, Appl. Phys, Lett., 40, 520 (1982>,

 [2] D. V, Lang et al, Phys Rev. B, 19, 1015 (1979).
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   This paper describes novel InP MISFETs with high quality double-layer gate insulators of Al203 and

thin native oxide, showing high effective electron mobilities and marked reduction of drain current

instability. Feasibility of the MISFET ICs is demonstrated by EID inverters and ring oscillators.

   N-channel enhancement-mode MISFETs were fabricated by a simple anodization process of ev-

aporated Al on semi-insulating InP in electrolyte or in oxygen plasma. For electrolytic anodization,

aqueous solution of tartaric acid mixed with propylene glycol (AGW) was used. Plasma anodizaion was

performed using a newly developed oxidation system with a grounded mesh electrode between rf electrode

and sample holder in order to avoid high rates of electron and ion bombardment caused by high energy

plasma.

   MIS capacitors were prepared on conducting substrates to assess the dielectric and interface properties

 [1] . Double-layer structures possess high resistivity and high breakdown strength with minimum N..

of 9xlOiO cmL2eV-i.

   Enhancement and depletion-mode MISFETs prepared by both electrolytic and plasma anodization

operated successfully with good saturation characteristics. Transconductance g. of le-12 mS/mm were

obtained with 25 "m channel length at a gate bias of 3V, which corresponds to large g. of 250-300 mS/mm

when the gate length is reduced to 1 #m. For the double-layer MISFET prepared by the wet-anodized

process, #evzf were typically 1500-3000 cm2/Vs with the best value of 3050 cm21Vs. For the double-layer

MISFET prepared by the plasma-anodized process, #.if of 3200 cm2!Vs was obtained for the best value.

   The present double-layer MISFETs showed a drastically improved stability. This was explained on

the basis of a new understanding of the clrift mechanism obtained by drift characterization of double-layer

MISFETs. Contrary to the previously proposed models[2] [3],which assume involvement of states above

the conduction band edge, it is clearly established that Iocalized states below the conduction band edge at

the interface are responsible for the decreasingtype drain current drift.

   Enhancement-depletion (E/D) type InP MISFET inverters and 7-stage ring oscillators, were fabricated

using the electrolytic anodization, in order to demonstrate the feasibility ofthe process employed, Inverter

characteristics were found to be stable down to the measured lowest frequency of 10-2 Hz, This low-

frequency stability of the inverter is greatly superior to GaAs MOSFET inverters. It is also consistent with

the drastically reduced drain current instability in the present double-layer gate MISFETs. The ring

oscillator with gate lengths of 5 ptm for E-FET and 20 ptm for D-FET, showed propagation delay per gate

tpd= 4 ns with power-delay product Ptp,t=:7 pJ at a supply voltage VDp=3V at 128 K. The propagation

delay of 4 ns scales down to 160 ps for 1 #m gate length, which is limited by relatively large over laps

between gate and source/drain electrodes.

 [1] T, Sawada and H. Hasegawa, Int, Symp. GaAs and Related Comp., Albuquerque, U. S. A,, 1982 (Inst.

Phys. Conf. Ser. No. 65, I983) pp. 415-422.

 [2] M. Okamura and T. Kobayashi, Jpn. J. Appol. Phys,, 19, 2143 (1980),
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[3] E. Yamaguchi, M. Minakata, and Y. Furukawa, Jpn. J. Appol. Phys. 23, L49 (1984).
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                 Department of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
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   Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si: H) is one of the most suitable materials for low-cost and large-

area solar cells. However, various material defects are present in a-Si: H films. The purpose of the

present paper is to describe the selective passivation of the material defects in a-Si: H films by the anodic

oxidation process, which enhances the fabrication yield and improves the photoelectric quality of a-Si: H

solar cells.

   An ethylene glycol solution of KN03 (O.04 mol/1) was used for the anodic oxidation of a-SI: H films.

The anodic oxidation for passivation was done in a constant voltage mode in the dark. When thick oxdie

films were prepared, a large number of luminescent spots appeared on the a-Si:H films in the early stage

of oxidation: As anodization proceeded, the luminescent spots merged together forming luminescent

filaments. and then the filaments consolidated to form uniform luminescence over the whole wafer. This

observation indicates the presence of nonuniformly distributed material defects acting as a current shunt

path which is anodized out in the early stage of anodizatio'n.

   To clarify the passivation effect by anodic oxidation, a-Si: H p-i-n solar cell arrays were fabricated,

Each array consists of 36 p-i-n cells, having a n area of 5mm x 5mm, and the fabrication yield judged from

I-V characteristics under illumination was compared before and after application of the passivation

process. Without the passivation process, the typical yield of operating cells was about 70%. By remov-

ing metal electrode patterns and applying the dark anodizaton, all the cells worked. It was found that this

process is also necessary for the high-yield fabrication of large area p-i-n solar cells (3cm x 3cm).

   It should be noted that an optimum formation voltage (Vf) exists for the maximum passivation effect

with best solar cell performance. The higher Vf is preferred for the passivation of the material defects

acting as a shunt path, at the same time the oxide thickness at other parts should not be too thick so as

not to deteriorate the solar cell performarice. This optimum voltage was found to be 9V in the present

experiment. Auger electron spectroscopy revealed that oxide thickness and composition of oxide films on

a-Si: H films do not change up to this optimum 9V.
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   Anodic oxidation allows formation of uniform thin and thick Sioz and A1203/Si02 insulating layers on

hydrogenated amorphotis silicon (a-Si: H) films at room temperature, as reported by the present authors

 [1] . The anodic oxidation process is shown to be stable, reproducible and electrically controlable as

shown in [1] .' The purpose of the present paper is to describe a-Si: H planar MOSFETs fabricated by

such a process. Details of oxidation process and mechanism, MOS interface study, fabrication process and

performance of MOSFETs are presented.

   Al203/native Si02 double insulating layer was grown by anodization of an Al!a-Si: H structure, Al

was deposited in vacuum onto the grown a-Si: H film at substrate temperature range of 80-l50℃, The

electrelyte for anodization is AGW electrelyte[2], which is a inixture of 3% aqueous solution of tartaric

acidandpropyleneglycol. Theanodizationwasdoneinconstantcurrentmode. Sinceholesarerequired

for anodization of a-Si: H,the anode was illuminated by W-lamp (70000 lx) during anodization. Resulting

Al203 and Si02 thickness were 1200A and 6eA,

   MOS structures allow standard C-V and DLTS measurement for interface state and bulk cleep trap

measurements. G-V characteristics in MOSFET structures also provide useful information conceming the

interface states.

   a-Si: H films were deposited on the glass (Corning 7059), The n'-layer on the channel and device

separation region was chemically etched off using an etchant consist of HF: HN03 : CH3 COOH 7-3:5:

15, which has an etching rate of O.3 umlmin for a-Si: H. A1203/Si02 layer was then formed. After a-Si:

H MOS FET fabrication, annealing in H2 gas in a temperature range of 160-2300C was clone to improve the

FET characteristics. The gate length and the gate width of the fabricated FET were 110um and 4,8mm,

respectively. The gate width was designed to be adequately wide in order to obtain a reasonable drain

current Ievel, which is typical for a-Si: H FETs due to the low conductivity of the material.

   The annealing was done in H2 gas at 230dC for 15min. The effective mobiiity pt.ij, calculated from

#exf:=(L/W) (11Cox) (Id/Vg) (1/Vds), was,typically O.1-O,2 cm2/Vsec. The annealing process greatly en-

hanced the effective mobility by a factor of 2-10, which was typically O.O02-O.05 cm2/Vsec prior to

annealing. It is believed that this improvement is due to the reduction of interface state densities at

insulator/a-Si : H interface by annealing, The effective mobility increased with temperqture with an

activationenergyofO.14eV,indicatingtrapcontrollednon-dispersivetransp{)rt..Themobilityvalueatthe

high temperature limit was as high as 60 cm2/Vs,

 [1] H, Yamamoto, S. Arimoto, H, Hasegawa, H, Ohno, and J, Nanjo, Electron. Lett. I9, 6 (1983).

 [2] H. Hasegawa and H. L. Hartnagel, J. EIectrochem. Soc. 123, 713 (1976),
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 The 13th Congress of the Inter-

 national Commission for Optics,

 Sapporo, Japan, August 20-24,

 1984

       Deteryveiitation of Thickness Pistributiom im Nom-Uniforwa Fi]m Samaple

                              by E]lipso-Enterfereomaetry

                               T. MIsHIMA and M. OKuNo"

                  Department of Electronic Engineering Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo, 060 Japan

                   *Presently, Nippon Telegraph ancl Telephone Corporation

   In this paper some consideration and experiment on ellipso-interferometry are presented from the view

point of its application to mapping thickness of wedge-shaped thin films. The theoretical errors due to the

use of a popular computer program which has been developed for analyzing parallel plane layer are

calculated. The errors are small for most cases of thin film analysis excluding the regions around the

multiples of film-thickness period. Therefore, the combination of ellipso-interferometry and computer

programs of this kind are useful for the thickness determination of the film in which parallelism of both -

surfaces is poor. A demonstrative experiment with a slightly wedge-shaped thin film of Si02 is also shown.

 Symposium on Structure and Re-

 activity of Coal March, 1985, Lon-

 don, England

        Reaction Mechanisin of Coal Hydrogenation (III) Effect of Coal Wype

                          K. OucHI, S. OHE, M. MAI<ABE, H. IToH

              Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido

                               University, Sapporo, Japan

   Taiheiyo coal was liquefied in Naphthalene and tetralin under 10 MPa intial hydrogen pressure, using

three catalysts; stabilized nickel, Co-Mo on alumina and iron dust with sulfur or without using catalyst,

Naphthalene conversion was in the order of Ni Fe Co-Mo no catalyst and the hydrogen consumption

showed also the same tendency. In tetralin the conversion and hydrogen consumption tendency were

similar as in naphthalehe, but the strong catalyst dominantly consumes the hydrogen from molecular

hydrogen, in contrast to this in the weak or no catalyst cases the hydrogen was absorbed mainly from

tetralin, This tendency confirms the previous conclusion, namely, under active catalyst the liquefaction

proceeds by the absorption of gaseous hydrogen even in tetralin.
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 Symposium on Chemistry of coal

 liquefaction and catalyst March,

 1985, Sapporo, Japan

        Coal Liquefaetion by the ffydroge" In-situ Gemerated from Methanol
                          Decompositiom Studies on Catalyst

                         Y, OzAKI, H. ITOH, M. MAKABE, K. OVCHI

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   Taiheiyo coal was liquefied with methanol. Several kinds of methanol decomposition catalysts and

hydrogenation catalysts were examined, CuO containing catalysts showed an excellent high conversion.

The liquid yield distilled up to 6eO"C achieved yielded more than 80% (daf base). The model reaction

revealed that this catalyst has a methanol decomposition activity as well as splitting and hydrogenation

actlvlty.

 The 1984 International Chemical

 Congress of Pacific Basin Society

 Dec. 1984, Hawaii, USA

         Liquefactiop of Coal by In-situ Generated HydrogeR from Methanol

                  K. OucHI, Y. OzAKI, F. MoNDRAGoN, M. MAI<ABE, H, IToH

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   Methanol easily decomposes to hydrogen and carbon mono oxide in the presence of a suitable catalyst.

The authors utilized this in-situ generated hydrogen for coal Iiquefaction. Taiheiyo coal, methanol, ZnO-

Cr O (methanol decomposition catalyst) and stabilized Co (hydrogenation catalyst) were placed in an

autoclave and heated at various temperatures for various times. The benzene conversion was measured

in the products. The effect of time, temperature, solvent addition etc. was examined, The coal was

liquefied effectively.
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The 1984 International Chemical

Congress of Pacific Basin Society

Dec. 1984, Hawail, USA

      Liquefactiom of Coa! by Treatmepmt for a Loitg Time at Low Tegraperature

          and for a Short (ff]ime at ffigk [Xewapemature under Relatively Ejew

                                 Hydrogei} Pressure

                                 K. OucHI, M, MAKABE
                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                           Hol<kaido University, Sapporo, Japan

   Akabira coal was hydrogenated at 420"C for 2 hours with iron dust with sulfur as the catalyst and wash

oil as the solvent under 12-13 MPa of hydrogen pressure, then the temperature was rapidly raised to 5000

C ancl the reaction was held for O-20 minutes, After the reactioii the distillate yielcl was measured by

thermobalance. In comparison with the first step reaction product, the second step reaction product

increased the distillate yield significantly. When the coal was liquefied in the same system at 5000C for e-

10 minutes directly without treating at 4200C, the distillate yield was lower, especially for the oil yield

distilling distilation as a lower temperature range,

7th International Symposium on

Organosilicon Chemistry, Septem-

ber 9-14, 1984, Kyoto, ]apan

         ffighly Stereoselective Synthesis of Al!ylic and Diemyl Silanes frorn

           Terinimai Alkynes by tke Stepwise Cross-Ceuplimg Reaction of

                            (Z)-2-Bromo-i-alkenygboranes

             Yoshitaka SAToH, Hirokazu SERIzAwA, Shoji HARA, and Akira SuzuKI

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Among a number of methods for the preparation of allylic and vinylic silanes whose increasing

importance in organic synthesis has been amply verified. Only a few of them allow for a variety of

structural modifications with complete regio- and stereochemical control, In the course of our work on

haloboration reaction, we found that stereodefined trisubstituted olefins can be synthesized by the palladi-

um-catalyzed, two-step cross-coupling reactions of (Z)-2-bromo-l-alkenylboranes, available in situ by the

bromoboration of 1-alkynes. This reaction proceeds particular}y well when silicon-substituted organol

metallics are used in the first coupling stage, thereby making the substituted, stereochemically homogene-

ous aHylic and butadienyl silanes readily accessible. Moreover, our approach permits virtually unlimited

structural variations,
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The 1984 International Chemical

Congress of Pacific Basin Socie-

ties, Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

December l6-21, 1984.

                 Superacid Catalyzed OxygematiGn of Single 6-Ben{ks

                  in Functionalized Organic Compouitds With Ozone

    Norihiko YoNEDA, Takashi KIucHI, Tsuyoshi FuKuHARA, Akira Suzulq, and George A OLAH

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                         Hol<kaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan.

               Hydrocarbon Research Institute, University of Southern California,

                            Los Angeles, Califomia 90089, USA.

   The chemistry of the reactions of single cr-bonds with electrophiles generated in superacid media is an

interesting and developing field. In this connection, electrophilic oxygenation of alkanes with protonated

ozone (03H') genrated in superacid media is particularly noteworthy, in that it produces carboxonium ions,

which can subsequently be hydrolyzed to alcohols and ketones, We extended our investigations of this

novel reaction toward the functionalized organic compounds such as ethers and found the electrophilic

insertion of protonated ozone into tertiary or secondary C-H bonds located at 7 or further away froin the

oxygen atom in aliphatic ethers which lead to prouduce oxoalkyl ethers in HF-SbFs at -40eC. Ethers

having CH3 (CH2)"groups <n>2) could react with protonated ozone almost exclusively to give (w-1)-

oxoalkyl ethers in good yields,

10th International

the Reactivity of

27-September 1,

France

Symposium on

Solids. August

 1984, Dijon,

      Emanation Therwaal Analysis for the Initial Reactivity of Oxide Powders

                                      Tadao IsHII

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   The phase-boundary reaction which takes place in the initial reaction stage plays an important role in

the solid-state reactions. Emanation therrnal analysis (ETA) was applied to the initial reactivity measure-

ments of oxide powders for the Fe203-ZnO and Ti02-BaC03 systems. The samples were Iabeled by a

surface impregnation' method using Ra-226 solution (3-4 uCi/mL). New infermations concerning the

changes of the surface layer smaller than about IOO nm in thickness were obtained under working

conditions from the ETA curves over the temperature range 25 to 14000C.
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10th International Symposium on

the Reactivity of Solids, Dijon,

France, August

1984

27-September 1,

        Development of Dup]ex Str"cture of Magnetite Sintered in Nitrogen

                           R, FuRulcHI, M, SAKuRAI and T, IsHII

                   Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                      Hokkaido Uni"ersity, Kita-Ku, Sapporo 060 Japan

   Powder compacts of several commercial Fe304 reagents were sintered in N2 at 1150"C. Microscopic

observations showed that only one reagent developed the duplex grain size distribution after the sintering.

This duplex structure was considered to be due to the inhomogeneity of Fe2' and Fe3' ion distribution in

Fe304 particles which are larger than 15 ptm.

Plenary Lecture, 4th International

Symposium on Agglomeration
June 2-5, I985, Toronto, Canada

                   Coordination Numbers and Porosity of Packing
                      Calculated froin Particle Size Distribution

                           Tatsuo TANAKA & Norio OUCHIYAMA
                       Dept. of Chem. Proc, Eng., Hol<kaido University,

                                    Sapporo, Japan

                          National Ind. Res. Inst., of Kyushu Tosu,

                                    Saga-ken, Japan

   In the course of developing the kinetics of tumbling granulation of solid particles having wide range

of sizes, it became necessary to have a knowledge of the number of contacts or coordination number per

particle in a completely rnixed packing. In relation to the contact numbers, theoretical porosity estimation

is now going on in our laboratory by using the size distribution. The present lecture will outline the scope

of our work and mention some possibilities for the application of our results.

   Knowledge of the coordination numbers and the overall volume porosity is important for evaluating

the cohesive strength of powder, so long as we know the cohesive force working at a contact point. It is'

also expected that the present theory can be applied to analysis of solid-solid chemical reaction when it

proceeds through the contact points. Furthermore, by calculating the inter-molecular potential based on

the nearest points we have been somewhat successful in predicting azeotropic liquid mixtures. Porosity

estimation may be of vital importance for improving the strength of fine ceramics or for its processing, and

another application can be macle for obtaining very concentrated suspensions of solid in iiquid, coal-water

mixture for example.
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Fourth International Symposium

on Organic Free Radicals, St,

Andrews, U. K., July 9-13, 1984

                  Transformations of Steroidal Cyclic Alchohois and

                Ketones into Cyclic Ethers Involving Alkoxyl Radical

                       ReaTrangement amd Radica] Cyclizatiom

                                     H. SUGINOME
                        Department of Chemical Process Engineering,

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

   New methods for the transformations of hydroxysteroids and steroidal ketones into oxasteroids

involving alkoxyl raclical rearrangement are presented.

   The methods involve the formation of novel formates by 6-scission of the alkoxyl radicals, generated

by the irradiation of the hypoiodites of hydroxysteroids or steroidal lactols derived from steroidal ketones

and the cyclization of these formates with NaBH4 or methyllithium to cyclic ethers.

   TheexperimentswhichusediSOlabelledmercury<II)oxideprovidedevidencethatthetransformation

of hydroxysteroids into the formates involves a novel intramolecular combination of the carbonyl oxyg'en

with a carbon-centered radical generated by the 6-scission.

The I984 International Chemical

Congress of Pacific Basin Socie-

ties, Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

December l6-21, 1984.

                 Regioselectivity in the Electrochemical Introduction

                        of the Allylic Groups and Its Control

                          M. Tol<uDA, S. SAToH, and H. SuGINoME

              Department of Chemical Process Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,

                             Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060

   The allyl group of substituted allyl halides can be introduced to ketones, aldehydes, or a,P-unsaturated

esters by means of electrochemical reductions. A detailed study of the regiochemistry of these reactions

shows that when the carbonyl component is more readily reduced than the allyl component, the C-C bond

formation takes place at the less substituted carbon of the allyl halides to give homoallyl alcohols which

are not accessible by means of the organometallic reactions; but when the allyl halide is more readily

reduced, the C-C bond formation takes place at the more substituted site of the allyl halides,

   We also report how regioselectivity may be controlled by changing the electrolytic conditions. The

application of the present electrochemical reaction to the synthesis of some terpenes is also reported.
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2nd JAPAN-BELGIUM SEMI-
NAR ON POLYMER SCIENCE
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 1-4 Octo-
ber, 1984

               Solid State ffigh Resolutiom NMR St"dies om Reaetions

                                  iA Sogid Poaymeers

                                       J. SOHMA

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

                                   Sapporo 060 Japan

, Recently,ahighresolutioni3C-NMRspectrumisobservablefromasolidsamplebythecross-polariza-

tion and magic angle spinngng (CP-MAS) technique. These techniques were applied to cross-linked

polymers and polyacetylene, which are insoluble into liquid solutions, in order to find out the chemical

species produced either by the 7-irradiation or by the thermal degradation. In ethylene-propylene rubber,

relative concentrations of the chemical groups were changed after the formation of cross-links by 7-

irradiation. New chemical species were detected by the NMR from polyacetylene after thermal clegrada-

tion in air. Formations of beth methyl group and tertiary carbons were confirrned by the NMR. The

presence of these carbons suggests the network formation in the thermally degraded polyacetylene. '3C-

NMR spectra were observed from 7-irradiated polyethylene having high crystallinity. Gauche fractions of

polyethylene were quantitatively determined in the crystalline parts of 7-irradiated polyethylenes.

The 35th International Society of

Electrochemistry Meeting, Berke-

Iey, California, U. S, A., August 5-

10, 1984

                            Passivity of Metallic Titamium

                                   (Invited speech)

                            Norio SATo and Toshiaki OHTsuKA

                     EIectrochemistry Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University Sapporo, 060, Japan

   The anodic passivation of titanium in aqueous phosphate and sulphate solutions over a wide range of

pH was studied by ellipsometry and Raman scattering spectroscopy. The thickness of the passive oxide

film on titanium increases nearly linearly with potential in a potential range where the film appears to be

amorphous. Above a critical potential (7.5V vs, RHE) the rate of film growth with potential becomes

greater probably due to crystallization of the film. The Raman spectrum reveals that the film is primarily

composed ofanatese Ti02. Thecathodic reduction ofthe film brings about the reductive dissolution ofthe

film in acid solution and causes the transformation from Ti02 to TiOOH in neutral solution,
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The 13th Congress of the Inter-

national Commision for Optics,

August 20-24, 1984, Sapporo

                       Spectra of tke Thin Surface Oxide Filvas

                      Anodically Forined om gron amd TitaRiuin

                            Toshiaki OHTsul<A Kazuhisa AzuMI
                                           ,
                                . andNorioSATo
                     Electrochemistry Laboratory Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido Uhiversity Sapporo, 060 Japan

   The spectrum of complex refractive index of anodic oxide films on iron and titanium was measured

by the 3 parameter reflectometry in order to investigate the semiconductive property. The anodic oxide

film on iron exhibits a resemblant absorption spectrum to that of a-Fe203 which includes two absorption

edges for photo excitation of the band electron. The anodic oxide film on titanium has a absorption edge

at hv==3.2eV, whose photon energy is slightly larger than the band gap (3.05eV) ef bulk Ti02. This

discrepancy may be attribated to the hydration effect of the anodic oxide film.

The IXth International Conference

on Raman Spectroscopy, August

27-September 1, 1984, Tokyo

                   Raman Spectroscopy Applied to the Oxide Fi]ms

                  Formed on Metals in Air and in Aq"eous Selutiom

                             Toshiaki OHTsuKA, Noboru GoTo

                                    and Norio SATo
                     Electrochemistry Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University Sapporo, 060 Japan

                                                       ,   The oxide films thermally formed on SUS 304 stainless steel in air and anodically formed on titanium

in aqueous soiution were studied by laser Ramqn spectroscopy. The oxide film on the stainless steel was

found to change in its composition at a temperature of 700℃. Below 7000C the main compounds of the film

are cr-Fe203 and Fe-Cr spinell and above 7000C however the main compounds turn to Fe-Cr spinel oxide and

Cr203. For the anodic oxide film on titanium the anatase type of Ti02 was identified in the potentiostatic

oxidation at 10.6 V vs RHE in pH 6.9 phosphate solution.
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The USA-Japan Seminar on Cor-

rosion , March 11-14, 1985, Nikko

                    Laser Rarrtam Spectroscopy for Iit Situ Stady

                           of Thim Corrosion Films om Iron

                            Tosihiaki OHTsul<A and Norio SATo

                Electrochemistry Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering, Hol<kaido

                              University, Sapporo, 060 Japan

   Laser Raman spectroscopy and the ellipsometry were applied for the detection and characterization of

thin corrosion films formed on iron in air at a temperature range from 1000C to 150"C. It is found that the

oxidation of iron in dry air leads to the formation ef a surface oxide film which is composed of magnetite

and that the water vapor in air accelerates the formation of hematite, The ratio of magnetite to hematite

in the surface oxide film appears to increase with increasing water vapor pressure, temperature, and

oxidat' ion time,

5th International Conference on

Surface and Colloid Science,

Clarkson University, Potsdam, '

New York, U. -S. A., June 24-28,

1985

                  Characterization of Mn02 by Zm2' Eon Adsorption

                         Hiroki TAMuRA and Masaichi NAGAyAMA
                   Analytical Chemistry Laboratory, Facuky of Engineering,

                              Hokkaido University, e60 Japan

   Adsorption of Zn2' ions on Mn02 samples was examined as a function of solution pH and Zn2' ion

concentration. The amount of adsorbed Zn2' increased with the pH and the Zn2' concentration in solution.

The behavior was described with a Frumkin type isotherm in which retardation of adsorption due to

electrostatic repulsion or steric hindrance of adsorbed Zn2' is taken into consideration. The isotherm

contains an equilibrium constant and a constant for the retardation effect. The values of the constants

clearly reflected the different properties of oxide prepared under different conditions.
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Symposiurn on `Anodic Oxida-

tion', the 176th Meeting of the

Electrochemical Society, May 12-

17, 1985 Toronto, Canada

             ARodizimg of Alwminuwa Covered with Nydro"s Oxtde Films

                      H. TAI<AHAsHI, Y. UMEHARA and M. NAGAYAMA
                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo e60, Japan

   Anodizing of aluminum treated with boiling water produces oxide films with excellent dielectric

properties and the process has been used in manufacturing electrolytic capacitors. In this investigation,

attempts were made to examine (1) the amount and composition of hydrous oxide formed by the boiling

treatment, and (2) the structure and properties of anodic oxide films formed on boiled specimens. The

oxide films are shown to consist of two layers capable of sustaining high voltages and the rnechanisrn by

which these layers are formed is expiained.

Fifth World Hydrogen Energy

Conference, Toronto, Canada,

July 15-20, 1984,

          Catalytic Decomposition of ffydrogen S"lfide amd Methanol over

                                Molybdeituva Disulfide

                         By Masatoshi SuGIoKA and Kazuo AoMuRA

                      Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hol<kaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   The decomposition of hydrogen sulfide and methanol over molybdenum disulfide catalyst were investi-

gated to produce hydrogen and syngas (CO+ H2) by use of a closed circulation reactor system at 5000C and

4000C, respectively. The catalytic activity of MoS2 for the decomposition of H2S was greatly enhanced by

the reduction treatment with hydrogen but was hardly increased by the evacuation treatment at high

temperatures (5eOOC-8000C), A possible mechanism was proposed for the catalytic decomposition of

hydrogen sulfide over MoS2 where the coordinatively unsaturated site of MoS2 surface formed by the

reduction with hydregen acts as the active site.

   In the decomposition of methanol over MoS2 catalyst, the catalytic activity and selectivity of MoS2 for

the decomposition of methanol were remarkably changed by the addition of a small amount (5wt%) of

alkali metal ions (Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs). Especially, the catalytic activity of MoS2 was considerably

increased by the addition of potassium ion and the main product was syngas. It was concluded that there

is a possibility to develop an effective sulfur-tolerant MoS2 catalyst for the production of syngas from

methanol by the modification of MoS2 with a small amount of potassium ions.
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8th International Congress on Ca-

talysis, Berlin (West), 2-6 July 2984

        The Diffemeitees im Acidity betweept High-Si]ica Zeolites Characterized

                        by CaEorigcrEetry, ESR, and MASNMR

                    M. NITTA, M, YAMAsHITA, M. SHIOTANI, K. AOMuRA,

                                Y. NozAwA, M. HATANo

   The keat of immersion of HZSM-5 and HZSM-11 zeolites with the same Si/Al ratio of 60 pretreated

at temperatures from 473 to 1073k are used to investigate their acidity differences and to compare them

with the acidity of low-silica HY zeolite. Dependence of heat of immersion on the pretreatment tempera-

ture is considerably different between the two zeolites. The heat of immersion of HZSM-5 in pyridine and

in n-butylamine are higher than those of HZSM-11. The heat values per site indicate that the acid strength

in the former is higher than that of the latter. ESR spectra of adsorbed benzene revealed the formation

of three kinds of radicals. The surface hydroxyl hydrogen (Br6nsted acid sites) takes part in the formation

of cyclohexadienyl radicals. HRMAS-Si (29)-NMR spectra of HZSM-5 and HZSM-11 show three chemical

shifts at -107, -115, and -118ppm, and the lines will be also discussed in relation to the acidity. These

suggest that a delicate structural change occurs in the channel framework of HZSM zeolites with pretreat-

ment at higher temperature.

19th International Conference on

Coastal Engineering, Houston,

Texas, U. S. A., Sept. 3-7, 1984.

           Evolutioit of Imterfacial Waves AloRg am Unsteady Salt Wedge

                            Watarti NAKANo and Isao YAKuwA
                   Department of Engineering Science, Hokkaido University,

                                  Sapporo, 060, japan

   Field measurements of the receding salt wedge were made at the mouth of the Ishikari River in October

1981. The gradually growing interfacial waves and the diffusion pattern of salinity are visualized by an

Ultrasonic Method. The evolution mechanisms of waves are analysed in detail by calculating the power

spectra of wave records. It is pointed out that the wave breaking, the wave-eddy interaction and the

nonlinearity of waves are factors dominating the evolution,

   The nonlinear property of interfacial waves is studied further by watertank experiments.
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10th InternatioRal Symposium on

Nonlinear Acoustics, July 24-28,

1984 Kobe, Japan

             NonRineay Tramsport Theory of the Surface Acoenstic Waves

                              -Surfaee A¢oustic Soliton-

                                   Tetsuro SAKuMA
                   Department of Engineering Science, Hokkaido University

                                  Sapporo, 06e JAPAN

   The purpose of this paper is to suggest theoretically the possible existence of the surface acoustic

soliton and to give a fundamental method to amplify or reshape it through the interaction with electrons.

Starting from the equation of motion for the anharmonically interacting surface phonons, the theory of the

surface acoustic soliton in a semiconductor is developed based on the coherent-state representation. The

two-dimensional displacement field at the surface is shewn to satisfy the nonlinear integro-differential

equation with a damping term. With the aid of the reductive perturbation method, the equation can be

reduced to the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation with a damping term whose coefficient is the attenuation

rate of the surface phonons.

   An approximate solution is derived on the basis of the first integral and compared with the numerical

solution to reveal an excelrent agreement. In the precence of an applied dc field, it is shown that the

amplification of the surface acoustic soliton can be attained as the electron drift velocity exceeds the sound

velocity.

The 13th Congress of the Inter-

national Commission for Optics,

August 20-24, 1984, Sapporo.

                          Interferovaetric Spectral knaging

                                          .                          Kazuyoshi IToH and Yoshihiro OHTsuKA

                  Department of Engineering Science, Faculty of Engineering,

                         Hokkaido University, Sapporo, 060, Japan

   A method is described for efficiently obtaining comprehensive information of a polychromatic radiator.

Under certain conditions both the spatial and spectral details of the radiative object can slmultaneously be

recovered from the 3-D spatial coherence function in the diffraction region. The recovery of object

information is based on a Fourier transform relationship derived from the well-known formula describing

the general propagation law for the mutual coherence of polychromatic partially coherent light, A new

type of interferometer is proposed for the efficient collection of the spatial coherence data. Experimental

results of the spectral-image recovery are also presented,
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 The 13th Congress of the Inter-

 national Commission for Optics,

 August 20-24, 1984, Sapporo.

                     Acomst-0ptic Coheremt-ffncoherent Coitversiome

                             for Partia}ly Cokeremt Optics

                         Yoshihiro OHTsuKA and Shinjiro NAI<AMuRA

                   Department of Engineering Science, Faclilty of Engineering,

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo 06e, Japan

   A proposal is presented for producing a secondary, spatially incoherent light source from a coherent

laser source by use of an optical Bragg cell. If the first-order diffracted beam of light is selected and

modulated in frequency, such an incoherent source results over the back focal plane of a Fourier fransform-

ing lens. The theretical background is given together with some prelirninary experimental results.

 Sino-Japanese Joint Meeting on

 Optical Fiber Science and Electro-

 magnetic Theory, Beijing, China,

 May I6-19, I985

              Meas"mement axtd Anaiysis of Spatial Cohereitce at the end

                       of Optical Fiber Excited by a Laser Beava

                             M. IMAI S. SATOH and Y. 0HTSUKA
                                    '
                   Department of Engineering Science, Faculty of Engineering

                           Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

    Modulus and phase of the complex degree of spatial coherence at the exit end of a coherently excited

optical fiber was analyzed by taking into account the mode-coupling between ' propagating modes, The

pointwise correlation between two axially symmetrical points across the fiber core exhibits an oscillatory

behavior obeying the form of cos (Pt-fik) z. It was found that the most probable value for the modulus and

phase can be obtained by taking an average over its period of oscillatory envelope. Such theoretical

considerations were confirmed by the experiment using a computer-aided wavefront-reversing inter-

ferometer.

J
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'

2nd Intemational Conference on

Optical Fiber Sensors, Stuttgart,

FRG, Sept. 6-7, 1984

             Polewizatiom Noise im Birefringemt Single-Mode Fiber Link

                                with Iryiperfect Joimts

                                M. IMAI and Y. OHTsuKA
                  Department of Engineering Science, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 06e, Japan

   Angular misalignment between birefringent axes of two connecting fibers as well as misaligned

coupling of linearly polarized light into one of the birefringent axes of input fiber gives rise to polarization

noise and yields a reduction of maximum 7 dB in the signal-to-noise ratio.

The 13th

national

Sapporo,

1984

 Congress of the

Commission for

 Japan, August

 Inter-

Optics,

 20-24,

               Spatial Coherence in a Coherently Excited 0ptical Fiber

                        and its Applicatioit to Mode Analysis

                            M.IMAI S. SAToH and Y, OHTsuKA
                                  '
                  Department of Engineering Science, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   When a spatially coherent light such as He-Ne laser is used to excite multimode optical fibers,

intermodal interference or beating between modes plays an important role in evaluating pointwise correla-

tion of the optical fields. Theoretical considerations show that the modulus and phase of the complex

degree of spatial coherence exhibit an oscillatory behavior along the propagation distance of optical fiber.

Spatial coherence at the exit end of optical fibers was investigated experimentally by means of a computer-

aided wavefront-reversing interferometer and the modal structures of a weal<ly guiding fiber were analyzed

by comparing the experimental plots with the theoretical predictions.
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The 13th Congress of the Inter-

national Commission for Optics,

 Sapporo, Japan, August 20-24,

 1984

                         Mwitip]e Logic Ogeeratio"s by use of

                           ,ait Optica] gnterfemence Systewa

                     Yoh IMAI, Yoshihiro OHTsuKA, and Keiji TANAKA"

                  Department of Engineering Science,' Department of Appliecl
                                                                '
            Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Hol<kaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   Optical logic gates operating in parallel can be implemented by using an optical interference system.

Nonlinear transformation between optical inputs and outputs is based on a shifting operation of an output

fringe due to photorefractive nonlinearity, Multiple-output scheme of gates is achieved by utilizing a

dividing technique on the output fringe, taking into account of the fringe shift. For example, maximal

eight kinds of gates;AND, B, OR, OR, XOR, and their complements, are executed simultaneously at the

positions divided over one period of the fringe under the phase conditions of rr/2 and 2z/3 for respective

inputs. The number and sorts of the logic operations performed are adjustable via the shift and/or the

division of the output fringe.

 10th International Symposium on

 Nonlinear Acoustics, 24-28 July

 1984, Kobe japan

              Nomlinear Sound Waves and Shock Waves Radiated from
                          a Pnisating om Oscillating Sphere

                                    Yoshinori INouE

                  Department of Engineering Science, Faculty of Engineering,

                         Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                             Shinya IsHII and Tomio OKIGAMI

             Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering Science,

                          Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, Japan

   The propagation of nonlinear waves emitted from a pulsating sphere is of fundamental importance in

nonlinear acoustics, A representation of the exact solution for the far field equation in a first approxima- ･

tion is presented, which is closely related to the approximate solution so far obtained by the renormaliza-

tion technique. A uniformly valid solution is then seught for in a second approximation. The shock

formation distance is evaluated from the result.

   Also, investigated are nonlinear waves emitted from an oscillating rigid sphere. In the true multidi-

mensional case, a similar representation to the former can only be derived for the radial velocity. The

tangential velocity can successfully be determined by a simple method, The formation and propagation of

shock waves is also studied in the limit when the coefficient of viscosity vanishes,
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The First Sino-Japanese Physical

Metallurgy Symposium, Beijing,

China, Nov. 8-11, 1984

    Effect of Carbopt Atogvis om Vacawacy Migratiom in Pure ffroRg andi Fe-C AIgoy

                                                '                                 '                                                  tt                                                '                                             tt
                  Heishichiro TAKAHAsHf' Yi YuAN" and Taro TAKEyAMA'
                                      ,
               'Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                "Beijing University of Iron and Steel Technology, Beijing, China

   In the present work, the "in situ" observation on vacancy clustering was carried out using a high

voltage electron micrescope (HVEM) in order to study the behaviour of defect clustering caused by vacancy

migration in Fe and carbon containing steel (O.1160 at% C). Irradiation was performed by a HVEM

operating at 1000 kV and at an average damage rate of 2 x le-3 dpa sni in the temperature range between

300 K and 623 K. When pure iron was irradiated, interstitial dislocation loops were initially fornied and

they grew with the irradiation resulting in the high dislocation density. The disrocation density was higher

at lower irradiation temperature, Void formation was recognized after few dpa in the whole temperature

range, On the other hand, when the iron with carbon was irradiated, voids were also formed at the same

temperature range as iri pure iron, but irradiation dose up to void appearance increased in comparison with

pure iron. Furthermore, by post-irradiation annealing at temperatures below stage IV after irrariiation at

room temperature the void growth was recognized in both specimens. These results suggest that vacancies

'produced by electron irradiation can migrate in stage III.

The First Sino-Japanese Physical

Metallurgy Symposium, Beijing,

China, Nov. 8-11, 1984

                        Be}iaviour of ffydrogen in Irom Alloys

          Taro TAKEyAMA, Soumei OHNuKI, Fa-rong WAN and Heishichiro TAKAHAsHI

                      Metals Research Institute, Faculty of Engineeering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan
                                             tt                                            t tt                                    tt                                  t tt tt                                        '
   To investigate the behavior of hydrogen in iron at high temperatures, electron-irradiation was carried

out in a high voltage electron microscope after H+ preinjection, in the H' injected iron interstitial type

loops were observed at room temperature, however, fine vacancy type loops were developed during

annealing at above 670 K and were shrunk by further electron irradiation, The fine defect clusters

produced by the injection are inferred to the complex ()f hydrogen and vacancy, In the He' injectecl 316

steel, the nucleation of dislocation loops was enhanced. By the electron irradiation at high doses, void

number density increased strongly in both H' and He' injected specimens. From these results, it is

considered that hydrogen can interact with vacancies and enhance the nucleation of loop and void

formation.
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Third ASIA-Pacific Congr. on

Electron Microscopy, Singapore,

Aug. 24-Sept. 2, 1984

                 Iitstability of Preecipitatioft i" Ni-based Alloys undier

                                Irradiation by ffVEM

                 Taro TAKEyAMA, Heishichiro TAKAHAsHI and Hisashi OsANAI

                      Metals Research Institute, Faculty of Engineeering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan
                                                                '
   The instability and microstructural development of 7' in Nibased alloys during electron irradiation

were investigated. These alloys were previously heat-treated at 723-1073 K to obtain precipitations, and

then irradiated by a high voltage electron microscope at 100e kV in the temperature range of 723-823 K. In

the case of Ni-11.5 at% Si alloy, by irradiating the alloy, plate-like precipitates were formed. The plate-

like precipitates were identified as Ni3Si nucleated as a result of Si-segregation at the dislocation loops

during irradiation. The large pre-existing precipitates started to dissolve from the outside and small

precipitates were renucleated near the dissolved 7' as the resolution proceeds, When the Ni-13.5 at% Al

alloy containing Ni3Al was irradiated, very small precipitates were newly nucleated with a high number

density in the matrix, and they continued to grow with further irradiation, while the majority of large pre-

existing precipitates began to be destroyed and finally lost their shapes, which suggests the resolution of

the 7'. From the present study it was clarified that instability of precipitates may be strongly associated

with the solute size and precipitate misfit effects. In Ni-Al alloy with positive misfit precipitates the solute

could be diffusing away from the precipitate. In Ni-Si alloy with negative misfit precipitation vacancy-

Si interaction may occur firstly at the interfaces of the precipitates.

Twelfth International Symposium

on Effects of Radiation on Materi-

als, Williamsburg, Va., USA, Jun

18-20 1984
    '

           So!ute Segregatio" and Void Formation om Grain Boundaries in

                        Electron Irradiated 316 Stainless Steel

                Soumei OHNuKI, Heishichiro TAKAHAsHI and Taro TAKEyMAMA
                      Metals Research Institute, Faculty of Engineeering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 06e, Japan

   Radiation-induced segregation and void formation on grain boundaries in Ti-modified 316 steel were

investigated by electron irradiation and EDX analysis. Strong enrichment and depletion of solutes were

observed on grain boundaries during irradiation. Moreover, preferential void formation on grain bounda-

ries occurred and grain boundary migration was enhanced by the irradiation, These facts indicate that

grain boundaries act as preferential sinks for radidation-induced point defects, and the sink behavior may

be changed by the development of the segregation under irradiation.
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First International Conference on

Fusion Reactor Materials, Tokyo,

Japan, Dec. 3-6, 1984

            St"dy of Cavity Forirtatiom im 316 Stainiess Steeis by Means of

                       ffVEM/ffoen-Accelemator Dual grradiatiom

･ Taro TAKEyAMA, Soumei OHNUKI and Heishichiro TAI<AHAsHI
                      Metals Research IRstitute, Faculty of Engineeering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

    To investigate the effect of helium on the dislocatien structural evolution and cavity formation during

dual irradiation, a HVEM/ion-accelerator irradiation system was developed. This facility composed of

 1300 kV HVEM and 300 keV ionaccelerator enables the in-situ observation ofdual irradiation. The results

 of simple electron irradiation, dual irradiation and preinjected irradiation in the same grain were compared.

On the dislocation loop structure, the presence of helium caused an increase in the number density and a

 decrease in the size. On the cavity foi'mation, the increment of one order in the number density was

confirmed, and the swelling of dual irradiatwon was larger than that of the simple electron irradiation.

 These results indicated that the helium injected in 316 steel during dual irracliation may enhance the cavity

 nucleation process without suppression of its grewth.

First International Conference on

Fusion Reactor Materials, Tokyo,

Japan, Dec. 3-6, 1984

The Effect of ImplaRted Mydrogell on the Effect of Cluster Formation im Electron

                       Erradiated Austenitic Stainless Steel

          Soumei OHNuKI, Heishichiro TAKAHAsHI, Taro TAKEyAMA and Fa-rong WAN

                      Metals Research Institute, Faculty of Engineeering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

   To investigate the effect of hydrogen on the formation of dislocation loops and voids, electron-

irradiation was carried out in a high voltage electron microscope after H' preinjection. Fine defect

clusters produced by H' preinjection at room temperature rapidly disappeared during the low fluence of

electron irradiation (<O,ldpa) at 670-770K, and by further irradiation, other defect ioops developed. It is

inferned that the fine defect clustet's produced by the preinjection is a complex of hydrogen and vacancy.

By the irradiatien in a high dose, H' preinjection increased also in void number density strongly. Frem

these results, it may be considered that hydrogen in a high concentration will interact with vacancies and

enhance the void nucleation,
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First International Conference on

Fusion Reactor Materials, Tokyo,

Japan, Dec, 3-6, 1984

           Tke Dafftrkage in Stgeuctural BeEEaviour by EEectron Irradiation of

                          Mn-Cr Auste"itic Stainless Steels

        Heishichiro TAKAHAsHI', Taro TEI<EyAMA*, Kanji TANIKAwA' and Ritsu MIuRA"

                      'MetaJs Research Instjtute, Faculty of Engineering,

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

                     "*The Japan Steel Works, Ltd., Muroran 050, Japan

   A simulation experiment by electron irradiation using a HVEM was carried out at a dose rate of about

2 x lermSdpa s-i. This was done at a temperature of 723 K on high manganese-chromium austenitic steels

with various solute concentrations, i. e., 19 wt% Mn, 16 wt% Cr, O.1 wt% C and O.03-5.9 wt% Ni. Voids

formed in all specimens and their distribution was different depending on Ni solute concentration, For

specimens with higher Ni concentration, void formation tended to be retarded, and the incubation irraclia-

tiondoseforvoidnucleationbecamelongerincomparisonwiththespecimenwithlowerNiconcentration,

The resultant void swelling at 13 dpa were 1.3% and O.3% for the specimens with the lowest and the highest

Ni contents, respectively. In addition to their void swelling observations we also observed the formation

of new phases with strain contrast in the vicinity of the grain boundaries during irradiation. The results

of the compositional analysis of these regions including the new phases showed segregation of Si and Ni,

and depletion of Mn and Cr. From these results it is suggested that compositional change of solute due to

segregation andlor depletion induces an austenite phase instability,

International Symposium on
Characterization of Heavy Crude

Oils and Petroleum Residues,

Lyon, France June, 25-27 1984

              Characterization of Carbonization Reaction of PetroletaTn

                    Residues by Means of ffigk-Terviperature ESR

                             aiRd [E]ransferable Hydrogell

                   Tetsuro YoKoNo, Toshiyuki OBARA and Yuzo SANADA
                        I;aculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

                         Seiji SHIMOMURA' and Toshio IMAMuRA'

                       'General Planning Department, Koa Oil Co,, Ltd,

                                     Tokyo, Japan

   It was attempted to characterize the carbonization reaction of petroleurn residues through the

measurements of high temperature ESR, hydrogen donor ability and optical texture of resultant cokes.

Good correlations were found between hydrogen donor ability and change in spin concentration, Residues
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forming cokes with large size of optical texture have a high ability as hydrogen donor and show low spin

concentrations at high temperatures, Similar results were obtained also for some model compounds. A

model for the mechanism of carbonization is proposed on the basis of these observations,

International Symposium on
Characterization of Heavy Crude

Oils and Petroleum Residues,

Lyon, France June. 25-27 1984

              Enhanceiuient of Xydrogen Tramsfer im Petro!euwa Residue

                         with Catalysts during Carbonizatioie

                   Toshiyuki OBARA, TETsuRO YoKoNO and Yuzo SANADA
                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokl<aido University,

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

   The influence of the addition of metal oxide catalysts on transferable hydrogen in petroleum residue

was studied by iH-NMR technique with a particular focus on the rnesophase development. Solid catalysts

such as Si02-Al203, Mo03-Ti02 and P-AI203 decreased the transferable hydrogen from Wafra vacuum

residue on heating up to 673K and reduced the size of optical texture of the resultant cokes.

   On the other hand, Se02 markedly revealed the promotion of hydrogen transfer in vacuum residues and

considerably enlarged the size of optical texture, The catalytic activity in vacuum residue/D20 systems

over catalyst was investigated by D-NMR technique. Deuterium incorporation of D20 into petroleum

residue in the region of aliphatic hydrogens was recognized with Se02 catalyst, whereas exchange in the

aromatic region was noted for Si02-A1203 catalyst. Transferable hydrogen associated with the skeleton of

hydrocarbons is one of the keys controlling the carbonization reaction of petroleum residues and pitches,
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International

"Carbon 84",

July. 2-6 1984

Carbon Conference

 Bordaux France
        '

            High-Pressure, High-Teinperature ESR in the Early Stage of

                           CarboRizatiom of Pitch and Coal

              Tetsuro YoKoNo Shoichi IyAMA Yuzo SANADA and Kazuo MAKINo*
                            !l
                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo 060 Japan

                      'High-Pressure Chemical Engineering Laboratory, '
                           North 15, West 14, Sapporo 060, Japan

   High temperature, high pressure e, s. r. measurements of the hydrogenation reaction of Taiheiyo coal

in the presence of catalysts were carried out to understand the stabilization of thermally andlor catalyti-

cally induced free radicals.

   A decrease in free radical concentration with the increasing temperature was observed for ZnC12 and

SnC12･ 2H20 catalysts at 10 MPa under hydrogen gas. High pressure modified single-cell d. t. a. and p. d,

a. equipment augmented the uniquely designed high temperature, high pressure e, s, r. cell, The hydrogena-

tion reaction was monitored under the sarne experimental conditions as e. s, r. From the results of the

combination of high temperature, high pressure e, s. r. with high pressure d. t. a, and p. d. a., it was

established that H2 molecules can react efficiently with free radicals from coal molecules created by the

presence of ZnCl2 and SnCl2･ 2H20 catalysts,

International

"Carbon 84"

July. 2-6 1984

Carbon Conference

, Bordaux, France

                       Carbomization Behaviour of Pitch in the

                             Presence of Inert Material

             Toshiyuki OBARA, Tetsuro YoKoNo, Yuzo SANADA and Harry MARsH*

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

                 'Northern Carbon Research Laboratories, School of Chemistry,

                     University of Newcatsle upon Tyne, Newcastle, UK

   The influence of silica gel (<45# m) as an inert additive on the carbonization reactions of A240 pitch

was investigated by optical microscopy, measurements of transferable hydrogen, high-temperature e. s, r.

and high-temperature iH n. m. r, Additions of silica gel have the effect of reducing the size of the optical

texture of the mesophase which appears in the early stages ofcarbonizatien. The higherthe concentration

of silica gel, the smaller is the amount oftransferable hydrogen. The spin concentration ofpitch increases

with the increasing silica gel content, Measured values of AHiiz, using high-temperature 'H n. m. r,,

suggest that the molecular motions in the pitch become restricted on addition of silica gel. The effect of
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silica gel on the physical properties and chemical reactivity of carbonizing pitch is discussed,

17th Biennial Conference on Car-

bon, Lexington, Kentucky, U. S.

A. June. 16-21 1985

          Investigation of the Early Stage of Carbonization for PetroleuirE

             Pitch By rweans of ffigh-Temaperatume iH-NMR and ESR

           Kioshi AzAMI", Tetsuro Yol<oNo", Yuzo SANADA" and Seiichi UEMuRA*

              'Nippon Oil CompaRy, Ltd., Central Technical Research Laboratory,

                      8, Chidori-cho, Naka-Ku, Yokohama 231, Japan

              "Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060 Japan

   The early stage of carbonization of petroleum pitches was investigated by an in-situ high-temperature

'H-NMR and an ESR spin probe. Well resloved iH-NMR spectra throughout the pyrolysis of pitches

provided detailed information about mesophase formation. The ESR spin probe method also provided

useful information about mesophase generation during the cooling process.

17th Biennial Conference on Car-

bon, Lexington, Kentucl<y, U. S.

A. June. 16-21 1985

                         Coal Evaluation Method Based on
                          Cowapatibility of Coal and Pitch

                         Kazuo NAKAMuRA and Makihiko MoRi
                         Torishima Works, Osal<a Gas Co., Ltd.,

                    5-11-151 Torishima, Konohana-Ku, Osaka ･554, Japan

                          Tetsuro YoKoNo and Yuzo SANADA
                       Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,

                                 Sapporo 060 Japan

   A new evaluation method for coking coals is proposed. The distribution of optical textures of coke

modified with coal tar pitch were obtained by an automatic measuring system based upon image analysis.

Hydrogen donor and acceptor abilities were also estimated. Coals are evaluated in terms of the extent of

the development of anisotropic textures.
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17th Biennial Conference on

bon, Lexington, Kentucky,

A, June, 16-21 1985

 Car-

u. s,

             Developwaemt of Amisotifopic [Mexture in Co-Carbonization of

                              Low Rank Coal amd Pitch

                     Tetsuro YoKoNo, Shoichi IyAMA and Yuzo SANADA

                        Faculty of Engineering, Hokl<aido University,

                                   Sapporo 060, Japan

   The extent of development of anisotropic texture in coke made from various coals or blends with pitch

in co-carbonization systems was evaluated in terms of the hydrogen donor (D) and acceptor (A) abilities of

coals, pitches and for various blending ratios of coal-pitch systems.

   Gieseler plastometry and high temperature iH-NMR were also used to obtain information regarding

the mobility in the co-carbonization systems. A good correlation was found between the extent of

development of anisotropic texture, solidification temperature and the value of D/A for single or blend

systems.

2nd

Flui

pril

China-Japan Symposium

dization, Kunming, China

10-I5 1985

on

A-

                 ?rediction of So]id Mixing in Liquid Fluidized Beds

                              of Bimarcy So!gd Particles

                  Hiroshi MoRiToMi, Touru YAMAGisHi and Tadatoshi CHiBA

                       Coal Research Institute, Faculty of Engineering

                          Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 060

   When a bed of size-and density-different binary particles are fluidized by a liquid in laminar regime,

it stratifies vertically into two layers ; the upper layer consisting of almost a pure component while the

lower of essentially complete mixture of both components, In this paper a mathematical model to predict

the composition of the lower mixing layer is developed on the basis of momentum equations for each

component of particles. The voidage function involved in the equations is independently given from a unit

cell model which assumes a creeping flow around the particle within the fictitious spherical cell and a

potential flow outside the cell. The applicability of the unit cell model is confirmed by comparison with

observed expansion characteristics of monocomponent beds, A segregation map is illustrated which gives

the composition of any given binary solid and in turn predicts the occurrence of the layer inversions,


